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Abstract 

Chronic pain is a significant healthcare issue due to the need for long term management. In 

particular, patients are concerned with the quality of their physical functioning.  

Psychological factors are generally considered to play a role in poor physical functioning 

(disability).  In recognition of this fact, psychological treatments such as Cognitive 

Behavioural Therapy (CBT) and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) are 

commonly incorporated in the health care treatment for chronic pain.  In spite of this, 

research indicates that the effects of these psychological treatments on disability have been 

limited.  To enhance treatments we require high-quality research to identify the variables that 

lead to improvements in disability, a process known as mediation.  If we can identify the 

important psychological variables to target, treatments could be tailored and improved 

accordingly.   

As our understanding of chronic pain expands, new treatment techniques can be trialled.  

Experiencing negative images is common in chronic pain and can have a strong impact on 

the experience of pain.  A re-scripting intervention that helps patients alter the content of 

their imagery has proved beneficial in various psychological problems and could be applied 

to pain imagery.  This thesis aimed to identify the current quality of mediation research with 

regard to disability outcomes in CBT and ACT treatment for chronic pain conditions.  

Secondly, imagery re-scripting was utilised as an intervention method with five chronic pain 

patients who experience pain related images.  Daily diaries were employed over baseline and 

intervention phases to assess the change in psychological factors and levels of disability.     

A systematic review of literature regarding mediation of ACT and CBT interventions found 

18 papers that conducted mediation analysis for disability-related outcomes.  Although the 

overall quality of the research analysed was not substantial, signs of methodological 

improvement over time on the basis of recent guidance regarding mediation analysis were 

observed.  Catastrophization was indicated as a strong mediator in CBT treatment; further, 

psychological flexibility (an ability to detach oneself from thoughts and engage in activity) 

also emerged as a strong mediator in ACT.  The research offered some preliminary 

indication about the possible existence of important factors that are influenced by both 

treatments.  However, further research is required to assess the factors that are important 

across these treatments.  Recommendations regarding future research and clinical practice 

were made based on results of the study. 
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Investigating new treatments, the initial effects of imagery re-scripting were assessed using 

single case experiments in which patients maintained a daily baseline diary followed by the 

reception of a single imagery re-scripting session and an intervention phase.  

Catastrophization, the unpleasantness of pain, and activity levels were assessed on a daily 

basis during both phases.  Participants selected the main image that had the greatest 

emotional impact on them.  A new more benign image was devised with each participant.  A 

therapist talked them through the process of changing the old image to this new one in their 

‘mind’s eye’. Further, the session was recorded on a compact disc to facilitate home practice 

of the intervention.   

Although participants reported immediate benefit from the intervention, activity levels 

decreased for a few participants during the intervention phase.  However, the study indicated 

that for some participants factors such as the unpleasantness of an activity and a fear of 

movement were improved.  Further research is required to assess the efficacy of the re-

scripting intervention.  From present results, it can be said that re-scripting may hold 

potential as an initial intervention to improve participation in the elements of physical 

therapy in multi-disciplinary treatment through the reduction of fear and anxiety in relation 

to pain. 
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Glossary of terms 

 

Acceptance: The willingness to experience (without trying to alter) unwanted private events 

in the pursuit of meaningful life goals. 

Action Attitude (readiness to change): The level of an individual’s engagement in terms of 

active steps taken to effect a change in behaviour. 

Cognitive Fusion: A state of mind in which a person is entangled with their thinking.  

Beliefs are taken literally and cognition dominates behaviour and experience. 

Cognitive De-fusion: The process of stepping back and being able to observe mental content 

as the product of our minds;  in this position mental content may be true or false; it does not 

necessarily need to be followed.  

Control Cognitions: An individual’s level of belief with regard to personal control over 

their pain. 

Disability: In the present study, disability reflects the extent to which pain limits an 

individual’s ability to physically engage in day to day activities (i.e. their physical 

functioning).  

De-conditioning: Loss of fitness and cardiovascular and musculoskeletal strength as a result 

of low activity levels. 

Experiential Avoidance: Attempts to avoid internal experiences such as thoughts, emotions 

and physical sensations, often to relieve themselves of discomfort.  

Indirect Effect: The indirect effect quantifies the effect of intervention on outcome through 

the mediator (i.e. the product of a and b paths). Evidence that ab is different from zero is 

consistent with mediation. 

Kinesiophobia/fear of (re)injury: An excessive and irrational fear of physical movement 

and activity resulting from a perceived vulnerability due to pain. 
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Mediation: A modelling process that investigates the mechanism or process behind the 

relationship between a treatment and its outcomes via the inclusion of a theoretically 

indicated third variable, the mediator. It helps to illustrate how treatments work. 

Mindful Attention: A representation of the core characteristics of mindfulness, open 

awareness of, and attention to, events in the present moment. 

Moderation: Modelling of the way in which a third variable (moderator) affects the strength 

or direction of the relationships between independent and dependent variables; helps to 

illustrate factors that influence outcome. 

Pain Acceptance: The process of giving up struggle with pain and learning to live life 

despite being in pain. 

Pain Catastrophization: A tendency to describe pain in more exaggerated terms than would 

normally be the case, to ruminate on pain and its consequences, and to feel helpless in the 

face of pain. 

Pain Interference: A measure of the extent to which pain hinders an individual’s ability to 

physically engage in day to day activity.  

Pain Self-Efficacy: An individual’s confidence in their ability to perform activities while in 

pain. 

Psychological Flexibility: Contact with the present moment, and depending on what the 

situation allows, altering or persisting in behaviour based on personally important values. 

Psychological flexibility as assessed by psychometric measures is perceived to reflect both 

cognitive de-fusion and lower levels of experiential avoidance. 

Values Engagement: An assessment of the relative importance of personally held values in 

various domains of life, and the degree to which individuals perceive they are living 

according to those values. 
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Abstract 

 

Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) and acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) for 

chronic pain do not achieve large effects on functional disability.  Mediation analysis can 

identify factors behind treatment action to target improvements.  This study systematically 

reviewed and critically appraised the application of mediation analyses, and evidence for 

potential mediators of disability across ACT and CBT.  Study selection was on the basis of 

intervention studies regarding non-malignant chronic pain (headache pain also excluded) 

who applied mediation analyses to outcome measures of functional disability.  A total of 

eighteen studies (N = 2, 562) met inclusion criteria.  Studies were evaluated using an adapted 

appraisal tool previously applied to treatment studies in chronic pain.  Results indicate the 

methodological quality has shown recent improvements.  Psychological flexibility and 

catastrophization were found to be the most consistent mediators for outcomes in the 

research.  Presently these effects can only be attributed to specific treatments, ACT and CBT 

respectively.  Identified papers did not allow for firm conclusions regarding common 

mediators due to a limited number of papers selecting mediators from other treatment 

modalities.  The wide variety of statistical methods employed precluded meta-analysis. 

However, it is speculated that common processes may underlie both treatments.  

Recommendations regarding methodological improvements are made. 

 

Perspective 

 

This article highlights the need for increased quality in mediation research and its application 

to future randomized controlled trials to inform treatment improvements.  It indicates initial 

evidence for potential common processes across treatments.  However, due to inconsistency 

of methods and mediators assessed results are tentative and more research is required. 

 

Key Words 

Chronic pain; acceptance and commitment therapy; cognitive behavioural therapy; disability; 

mediation; systematic review. 
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Introduction 

 

The need for mediation research 

Chronic pain is a significant healthcare problem (Dagenais et al., 2008); it impairs physical 

functioning and increases psychological distress (Nolet et al., 2015).  Despite demonstrating 

efficacy in treating distress, psychological treatments such as Cognitive Behavioural Therapy 

(CBT) and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) have not demonstrated significant 

effects on disability (Williams et al., 2012). Disability relates to an individual’s functional 

ability to physically engage in tasks of day to day living (Gatchel et al., 2007).  Disability is 

important as patients’ perceptions of improvement following psychological treatment are 

related to their levels of day to day physical functioning (Scott & McCracken, 2015).  

Both ACT and CBT are widely employed in the management of chronic pain.  Knowledge of 

how these treatments have their effects could lead to tailoring of treatment elements to 

improve disability outcomes (Maric et al., 2012) with minimal disruption to existing service 

delivery.  Theoretical models provide a treatment rationale, and randomised controlled trials 

(RCTs) demonstrate efficacy (Williams et al., 2012).  However, mediation analyses are 

required to examine if treatments achieve their outcomes through the alteration of theorized 

variables.  Mediators, sometimes called mechanistic variables, are the concepts that are 

targeted for change by treatments.  Mediation analysis assesses if such change occurs, and if 

this change influences outcome variables (Kazdin, 2007).  

The volume of outcome literature assessing the efficacy of psychological treatments for 

chronic pain has continued to expand, but mediation has not seen an increased focus (Maric 

et al., 2012).  A review of mediation studies can facilitate the clarification of important 

variables that ought to be targeted in ACT and CBT treatments.  It can also assess the current 

state of the literature and identify any improvements required in research design and 

analysis. 
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Potential factors contributing to disability 

Psychological factors have been identified in the development of disability within chronic 

pain (Gatchel et al., 2007).  Indeed, not all chronic pain patients have high levels of 

disability (Turner et al., 2004), suggesting factors beyond pain intensity.  Two recent reviews 

of lower back pain provide preliminary evidence for catastrophization and self-efficacy 

having an impact on levels of disability (Lee et al., 2015; Mansell et al., 2013).  However, 

conclusions were tentative due to a low number of studies on the subject (N = 4 and N = 7 

respectively) and the low quality of mediation analysis observed by both review teams. 

Many of the included studies were cross-sectional precluding any causal inference. Despite 

these limitations, results provide an indication of potential mediators of treatment outcomes.   

The mediators identified in these reviews are drawn from cognitive theory, reflecting its 

well-established position in chronic pain treatment.  Such theoretical foundations are the first 

step towards the establishment of potential mediation.  A further indication for mediation is 

provided through the experimental establishment of relationships between variables, 

followed by correlational data that reveals associations in the population of interest.  Clinical 

trials should indicate the efficacy of the theorized intervention on target outcomes, with 

additional mediation analyses evidencing the process of change (Kazdin, 2007).  Many 

variables within CBT and ACT have demonstrated potential as mediators based on this 

process. 

 

Theories of how pain leads to disability: Proposed mediators in 

research 

Cognitive behavioural model 

CBT is considered the gold standard psychological treatment for chronic pain, and therefore, 

commonly forms the basis for multidisciplinary interventions (Burns et al., 2012).  It posits 

that individuals can experience negative attributions and expectations in relation to pain 

(Glenn & Burns, 2003). Catastrophic interpretations result in fearful emotional states and 

further beliefs regarding bodily damage (Vlaeyen & Linton, 2000). Maladaptive coping 

mechanisms of avoidance and withdrawal are subsequently employed, leading to de-

conditioning (see glossary of terms) and increased disability (Turk & Fernandez, 1997).   
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CBT treatment is believed to affect disability through techniques that alter cognitions and 

behaviours.  These changes are believed to enhance a sense of control over pain and 

strengthen self-management skills (Glenn & Burns, 2003).  Therefore, changing maladaptive 

cognitions should be an important mechanism that leads to decreased disability (Turk & 

Fernandez, 1997).  However, despite specifically targeting pain related cognitions, CBT 

displays only small effects on disability (Williams et al., 2012).  

In addition, the central assumption of the CBT model regarding the causal role of cognition 

is relatively untested and has recently been questioned (Longmore & Worrell, 2007).  CBT 

research has focused on group treatment as this is the predominant clinical model of delivery 

(Williams et al., 2012).  However, this focus limits evidence with regard to the optimum 

delivery method to target important processes (Ehde et al., 2014).  Despite such concerns the 

mediation research to date has focussed on three cognitive variables: pain catastrophizing, 

beliefs about harm, and self-efficacy (Mansell et al., 2013). 

Pain catastrophization 

Pain catastrophizing is defined as an inflated negative mental stance that arises during, or in 

anticipation of, pain (Sullivan et al., 2001).  Catastrophizing consists of the following: 

ruminating on the experience of pain; magnifying the significance and potential impact of 

pain; and helplessness in the face of pain.  Experimental studies indicate pain 

catastrophization is associated with avoidant behaviour in response to pain (Vlaeyan et al., 

1995). Cross-sectional data indicate significant associations between catastrophization and 

disability, even when controlling for pain intensity (e.g. Edwards et al., 2011; Quartana et 

al., 2009). Building on this, RCTs indicate that CBT treatment reduces pain 

catastrophization alongside improvements in disability (e.g. Alda et al., 2011).  

Recent research has indicated that the influence of catastrophization may exert its influence 

via the patient’s interpersonal rather than the content of the patient’s own cognitions 

(Sullivan, 2012).  Catastrophizing from this viewpoint constitutes a method to communicate 

pain and distress and elicit care (Sullivan, 2012).  This would alter the perspective through 

which the influence of catastrophization is viewed, and how it targeted in treatment.  

Regardless of the theoretical standpoint, the evidence regarding catastrophizing makes it a 

variable to consider regarding mediation.   
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Fear-avoidance beliefs (Kinesiophobia) 

Fear-avoidance beliefs relate to an expectation of harm resulting from physical activity. They 

are central to a cognitive model of disability (Vlaeyen & Linton, 2000). Experimentally, it 

has been shown that fear-avoidance beliefs are predictive of physical task performance 

(Crombez et al., 1999).  Longitudinal data indicate that higher initial levels of pain-related 

fear are associated with greater long-term disability (Picavet et al., 2002). However, across 

studies, there is little evidence to support fear-avoidance mediating the relationship between 

pain catastrophization and disability as suggested by the cognitive model (Lee et al., 2015).   

Pain self-efficacy 

Pain self-efficacy is based on social learning theory (Bandura, 1977).  It is defined as the 

belief that one can carry out activities in the presence of pain (Nicholas, 2007).  Cross-

sectional data indicates that higher levels of pain self-efficacy are associated with lower 

levels of disability (e.g. Reid et al., 2015).  Luciola et al. (2011) found changes in disability 

over the year after the onset of pain was mediated by self-efficacy.  This highlights pain self-

efficacy as a variable of interest.  However, despite the volume of research on cognitions, 

they may not be the only important treatment process to consider. 

Is it all about cognitive change? 

There is evidence that confronting and changing negative beliefs does not necessarily effect 

change in psychological disorders such as depression (Longmore & Worrell, 2007; Stice et 

al., 2010).  With regard to pain, experiments reveal that the induction of negative thoughts 

does not reduce pain tolerance as theorised by the cognitive model (Severeijns et al., 2005).  

Cognitive change may not necessarily lead to a different behavioural response to pain, and 

therefore may not be essential to treatment change.  Indeed, disability is changed by purely 

behavioural treatment methods (Woods & Asmundson, 2008).  Mediation analysis can 

facilitate the identification of whether any specific cognitive processes are important to 

target. 

Another element of traditional CBT treatment is constituted by the development of coping 

skills such as pacing and exercise.  Such skills undergo a change during treatment, but their 

relation to disability outcomes have not been established by research (Vowles & McCracken, 

2010).  Indeed, adherence to such skill practice accounts for a small percentage of variance 

in outcomes (e.g. just 3% in Curran et al., 2009).  Such research indicates that although CBT 
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achieves useful outcomes, the underpinning theory may not be the most economical 

explanatory model.   

Acceptance and commitment model (ACT) 

ACT falls within the cognitive-behavioural family of treatments.  It differs from CBT as it 

combines acceptance and mindfulness techniques with behavioural activation and change 

methods (Hayes et al., 1999).  Instead of increasing control over pain, the objective of this 

method is to effect a reduction in the interference of pain on personally important activities 

(McCracken & Eccelston, 2005).  Indeed, strenuous efforts to control and avoid pain can 

cause inadvertent aggravation of pain (McCracken et al., 2005). An ‘unwillingness’ to 

experience pain can lead to a narrowing of responses, reduction in activity, deconditioning, 

and increased disability.   

Psychological flexibility; defined as engagement in a flexible and persistent pattern of 

values-directed activities (while being in contact with pain and ceasing attempts to control or 

remove it), is presumed to be the main mechanism behind treatment outcomes (Vowels et 

al., 2014).  There are six theorized components and associated methods of change (Levin et 

al., 2012) such as cognitive fusion replaced by defusion, and avoidance by acceptance (see 

glossary of terms for further explanation). These components overlap and represent an 

integrative process (McCracken & Vowles, 2014).  There are a number of ACT processes 

that have demonstrated reliable change through chronic pain treatment (Vowles et al., 2014).   

However, the model is limited due to a lack of precision in the evaluation of many of the 

components involved (Vowles et al., 2014).  This difficulty signifies that many components 

remain relatively untested, and the way in which their effects overlap in treatment is 

uncertain. While the development has been ‘ground up’ more rigorous testing of the model is 

required to increase confidence about the constituent parts.  In particular, there is a current 

lack of clarity with regard to the important constituent processes of mindfulness as a 

technique (McCracken & Vowles, 2014).   
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With regard to the development of personal values, there is a considerable lack of certainty 

in the current research (Pielech et al., 2017); this signifies that those with limited awareness 

of values may struggle, particularly in group settings where more intensive work on the 

identification of values may be problematic due to the group format.  Perhaps this lack of 

clarity has added to suggestions that ACT does not contribute anything new to psychological 

treatment, and that outcomes may be achieved through methods such as exposure to avoided 

stimuli (Hofmann & Asmundson, 2008). Regardless, there is evidence that indicates that 

some of the components of ACT are of interest as mediators. 

Aspects of psychological flexibility as mediators –  

Most of the evidence concerning mediation within ACT concerns pain acceptance (see 

glossary of terms) and cognitive defusion.  Experimental studies indicate that acceptance and 

defusion-based training increases participants’ willingness to persist in action in spite of pain 

(e.g. Hayes et al., 1999, Gutierrez et al., 2004). These results are superior compared to those 

obtained through control strategies (Vowles et al., 2007).  In addition, longitudinal data 

indicate that pain acceptance predicts future disability level (McCracken, 1998; McCracken 

& Ecceleston, 2003).  Regarding outcomes, Burhman et al. (2013) compared an online ACT 

intervention with a moderated pain discussion forum.  The ACT intervention produced 

significant increases in pain acceptance (as measured with the Chronic Pain Acceptance 

Questionnaire; CPAQ, McCracken et al., 2004), and also, the pain interference subscale of 

the Multidimensional Pain Inventory (MPI, Kerns et al., 1985).  These results indicate 

potential associations between pain acceptance and disability in treatment.  On the whole, the 

literature indicates that pain acceptance, in particular, has a foundation of theoretical, 

correlational, and RCT evidence as a potential mediator of disability outcomes.   

Overlaps in mediators 

Since ACT and CBT are rooted in similar traditions, there are potentially common processes 

across treatments.  If common processes can be identified, the importance of the theoretical 

distinction is lessened, and treatments can be focussed on important variables.  

Commonalities across techniques have been suggested.  For instance, Socratic questioning in 

CBT is a process similar to acceptance, and ACT’s value clarification is argued to be 

inherent in goal setting (Asmundson & Hadjistauropolous, 2006).  
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Treatment effects may not be bound to specific theoretical treatment models.  Indeed, CBT 

treatment for chronic pain significantly increases pain acceptance (Alda et al., 2011) 

(Cohen’s d = 0.8).  In addition, there are strong correlations between CBT and ACT 

theorized variables such as pain catastrophization and acceptance (Anderson & Vaegter, 

2016).  Changes in acceptance may reflect changes in helplessness and rumination in relation 

to pain or vice-versa.  Adding mindfulness training (a component of ACT) to CBT yields a 

greater change in catastrophization than CBT alone (Anderson & Vaegter, 2016).  It is 

expected that mindfulness training may allow patients to ‘uncouple’ from pain, thus 

demonstrating psychological flexibility (Anderson & Vaegter, 2016).  The comparison of the 

same mediators across treatments can facilitate the identification of variables that influence 

outcomes, as it appears that treatments’ influence may not completely follow theorized lines. 

 

Mediation analyses 

Identification of mediation (often termed the indirect effect) requires robust analysis.  

Methods should be well-powered to detect mediation effects, and as there are many proposed 

and inter-associated mediators analyses must preferably be able to cope with multivariate 

analyses. Ideally analyses should provide a quantification of the indirect effect to allow 

effective comparisons across studies. 

The causal steps approach was the first widely employed statistical test of mediation 

(MacKinnon et al., 2002).  It tests assumed causal links in the chain of variables with the 

application of a four-step regression analysis (Baron & Kenny, 1986).  Step (1) entails the 

establishment of the relationship between treatment and outcome (path c); step (2) involves 

the establishment of the relationship between intervention and the mediating variable (path 

a); step (3) involves the establishment of the relationship between mediator and outcome 

(path b); subsequently, step (4) reassess the relationship between intervention and outcome 

controlling for paths a and b (path c’). Mediation is indicated if the c’ path is non-significant; 

partial mediation is indicated if the size of the c path is decreased. 
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This approach has been widely employed, but it contains some flaws.  It is underpowered 

and dependent on large samples, limiting its utility.  When the c path is insignificant, many 

studies discontinue analyses omitting the exploration of the reasons for treatment being 

ineffective (MacKinnon et al., 2002).  Furthermore, the approach has been considered 

unscientific due to its reliance on inference rather than direct measurement of the indirect 

effect (Preacher & Hayes, 2004).  Due to such flaws further, more advanced methods have 

been developed. 

Recent research has introduced the product of the coefficient approach (Figure 2) that 

quantifies the indirect effect through the multiplication of the mediating pathways (a path x b 

path).  This provides an estimate of the variance in outcome accounted for through the 

mediator.  This estimate is subsequently tested through the process of bootstrapping. 

Bootstrapping signifies repeated random sampling observations with replacement from the 

existing data set.  An approximation of the sampling distribution of variables is gained 

through thousands of resamples.  This therefore allows a comparison and an estimate of the 

Figure 1: Causal Steps Approach to Mediation Analysis 
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size of the indirect effect (effect of the mediator) and confidence intervals that indicate the 

significance of this effect. 

 

The product of the coefficient test that utilises bootstrapping has become the ‘gold standard’ 

in the assessment of mediation due to a variety of beneficial features.  Simulation research 

indicates increased power and validity in comparison to other approaches (Williams & 

MacKinnon, 2008).  This increased power coupled with no assumption regarding the 

normality of distributions means that smaller samples can be utilised with greater 

confidence, thus widening its application.  Bootstrapping is a general method, which implies 

that multiple relationships can be assessed and quantified with it.  As indirect effects are free 

of the measurement scale of the mediator, they can be compared without transformation 

(Hayes, 2009).  This allows for the rapid accumulation of evidence pertaining to effects.  For 

further reading on mediation analyses, interested readers should see Hayes (2009). 

The application of cross-lagged analysis can be added to increase the evidence for mediation.  

These designs can help counter reverse paths (such as change in disability effecting change 

in the indicated mediator); further, it also facilitates the process  by indicating if an early 

change in mediators predicts later change in outcomes.  Multiple measures are taken and 

correlations between early change in mediators and later change in outcomes calculated 

(Kenny, 1975).  These methods can be utilised to substantiate potential mediation results 

through indication of the order of when variables change within a treatment.  

Figure 2: Product of Coefficient Approach to Mediation Analysis 
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Quality in mediation research 

Robust analysis through the product of coefficient approaches with bootstrapping should be 

applied to allow cross-study comparisons (Preacher & Hayes, 2004).  The consistency of 

results across studies with these features builds the case for mediation (Kazdin, 2007).  In 

addition to robust analyses certain elements of research design contribute to the quality of 

evidence with regard to mediation (Kazdin, 2007; and Maric et al., 2012).  A strong 

theoretical base for the study of the proposed mediator is required.  Theory should specify 

the way in which the treatment affects the mediator, and the mediator’s subsequent influence 

on the dependent variable(s). 

The recording of these variables must be reliable and valid.  The comparison of the proposed 

mediators with variables that are theorized to undergo change due to other 

interventions/techniques or more general therapeutic processes (e.g. expectancy, therapist 

attention, and social support) assist the creation of evidence.  The acquisition of larger 

indirect effects for proposed mediators in comparison to such variables substantiates the 

evidence for mediation by the proposed variable.    

Outcomes must also be assessed with confidence.  For disability outcomes, research on 

guidance in relation to pain trials (Dworkin et al., 2005) suggests measures to assess 

domains of physical functioning that include activities of daily living.  Validity can be 

increased through the application of a generic disability measure to allow cross comparisons 

across studies and pain conditions, and any disease-specific measures available to increase 

the sensitivity of response to treatment (Dworkin et al., 2005).      

Outcome designs that utilise a ‘non-active’ credible control group allow specificity of effect 

to be attributed to the proposed mediator, (i.e. mediation does not take place in the control 

condition). Dismantling designs that isolate treatment elements that target certain variables 

(e.g. cognitive restructuring) allow further specification of change with regard to treatment 

elements. The case for mediation can be further strengthened if higher ‘doses’ of active 

treatment elements create larger effects on both mediator and outcomes.    

Mediation partly relies on the establishment of the order in which variables undergo change 

during the process of the treatment.  Ideally, timelines should indicate that change in the 

mediator precedes change in the outcome variable (temporal precedence). Despite such 

recommendations, many studies continue to rely on correlational and outcome designs that 
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measure all variables at pre-post points only. Such designs cannot truly establish that 

mediation has occurred (Maric et al., 2012).  

Maric et al. (2012) proposed a ‘ladder of evidence’ with regard to designs in order to 

encourage the development of evidence that furthers the case for mediation as one progresses 

on the ladder.  Open clinical trials form the bottom ‘rung’ followed by RCTs with a wait list 

control; these are followed by RCTs with a treatment comparator along with a series of 

replicated single case experiments.  The highest rung involves experimental treatment 

designs that isolate certain techniques perceived to target mediating variables that provide 

the strongest evidence for mediation (Maric et al., 2012). 

 

Purpose of review 

In spite of the availability of bootstrapping methods via Structural Equation Modelling 

(SEM) and specific bootstrapping programmes (Preacher & Hayes, 2004), the causal steps 

approach is still sometimes applied.  Reviews are required to assess if optimal elements in 

design and analysis are being adopted, and provide recommendations for future research.  

Since the efficacy of psychological treatments has been well assessed (e.g. Williams et al., 

2012), reviews are now required to identify variables that best effect change in treatments to 

assist in the evolution of chronic pain treatment.  

As chronic pain therapies can be multimodal and exert broad effects, it is important to 

review mediation analyses in order to bring clarity, order, and parsimony with regard to the 

ways in which treatments exhibit certain effects.  Previous reviews by Mansell et al. (2013) 

and Lee et al. (2015) concentrated only on back pain. A new review is required for the 

examination of mediation of disability outcomes within two commonly used psychological 

treatments.  As multiple conditions of pain are treated through a psychological approach, the 

scope of the research needs to be expanded beyond back pain to incorporate other chronic 

pain conditions. 

Both Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy 

(ACT) constitute efficacious psychological treatments for chronic pain, substantiated by a 

strong theoretical foundation (Burns, 2016).  These interventions have been subject to more 

RCTs than any other psychological treatments for chronic pain (Burns, 2016; McCracken & 

Morley, 2014), providing further opportunities for the application of mediation analysis.   
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Their strong theoretical foundations regarding potential mechanisms of change provide a 

source of potential mediating variables to assess.  Other psychological treatments utilised for 

chronic pain bear future consideration, in particular Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction 

(MBSR) and psychodynamic therapy.  However, at present although MBSR has efficacy 

evidence, mediation analyses are rare within trials of MBSR, and outcomes focus on 

psychological mood and pain intensity rather than functional disability (e.g. Wong et al., 

2011).  In recent RCTS Psychodymanic approaches have not produced significant effects 

compared to control conditions (e.g. Scheidt et al., 2013).  More evidence is required in 

these areas regarding disability outcomes before mediation can be considered for review. 

Based on the available literature, this review attempts to establish the current quality of 

mediation research in this area.  In so doing, the most probable mediators of improvement in 

pain-related disability for adults with chronic pain who undertake common treatments, CBT 

and ACT, can be identified. The specific questions addressed in the literature are as follows: 

1. Which mediators possess the strongest evidence as a mechanism of within-

individual change based on the methodological quality of the research? 

2. Are there any mediators common to both treatments? 
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Methods 

A systematic review was undertaken with reference to the Preferred Reporting Items for 

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA; Liberati et al., 2009) to increase the 

rigour of data extraction and reporting.  The review is unregistered. 

 

Search strategy 

In March 2017 the following databases were searched: Embase, PsychINFO, Epub ahead of 

print; In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations; Ovid MEDLINE (R) Daily and Ovid 

MEDLINE (R); and CINHAL.  All databases were searched from 2004 (Publication of 

Preacher and Hayes, 2004).  This paper provided clear guidance with regard to bootstrapping 

within the product of coefficient approach to quantify the indirect effect.  The availability of 

these methods was further increased in 2008 through the PROCESS tool for statistical 

packages (www.processmacro.org, Hayes, accessed January 2017).  The reference lists of 

included articles were hand searched to identify additional studies.  In addition, editions from 

the previous two years of the journals ‘Pain’ and the ‘European Journal of Pain’ were hand 

searched.  These journals contain good impact factor ratings and a wide coverage of pain 

conditions.  In the same month, grey literature databases, opengrey.eu and greylit.org, were 

searched to identify any appropriate unpublished research.   

The websites https://clinicaltrials.gov/ (United States national library of medicine, accessed 

March 2017) and https://www.ukctg.nihr.ac.uk/ (UK Clinical Trials Gateway, accessed 

March 2017) were searched to identify ongoing trials that may generate appropriate analyses.  

The search strategy was informed by previous mediation based reviews (Lee et al., 2015; Gu 

et al., 2015; Mansell et al., 2013).  The overall strategy was reviewed for feasibility and 

suitability by the research team. 

To identify appropriate articles the following terms were used simultaneously to search all 

databases:  ‘chronic pain’; ‘long-standing pain’: ‘fibromyalgia’; ‘musculoskeletal pain’; 

‘long term pain’; ‘arthritis’; ‘back pain’: ‘acceptance’; ‘acceptance and commitment 

therapy’; ‘ACT’; ‘cognitive behavioural’; ‘CBT’; ‘cognitive therapy’; ‘behaviour therapy’: 

‘mediation’; ‘indirect effect’; ‘structural equation modelling’; ‘product of coefficient’; 

‘mechanism’; ‘disability’; ‘interference’; ‘activity’; ‘functioning’; ‘ability’; ‘quality of life’.  

Appropriate terms were truncated to maximise results (e.g. behave$). 

http://www.processmacro.org/
https://clinicaltrials.gov/
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Inclusion/exclusion criteria  

Studies that reported outcome and mediation results for adults with non-malignant chronic 

pain who received CBT or ACT based treatments were considered.  The criteria applied 

followed the PICOS approach outlined in PRISMA (Liberati et al., 2009). Due to the lack of 

translation resources, only English language studies were included in the examination.   

Participants  

Any studies that comprised an adult sample (> 18 years of age) with chronic pain conditions 

relevant to this research were considered.  In this regard, a commonly accepted duration of 

pain for chronic pain diagnosis was used (> 3 months, Turk and Melzack, 2001).  Studies 

utilising general health samples were excluded if the percentage of the sample with chronic 

pain did not exceed 50%.   

The following conditions were excluded from the analysis; pain related to HIV, cancer, or 

headaches.  Pain related to malignant disease follows a different trajectory compared to the 

majority of patients of chronic pain (Loeser et al., 2001).  The treatment for headache 

emphasises the reduction of the frequency and intensity of headaches as opposed to an 

improvement of functioning in the context of on-going pain (Williams et al., 

2012).   Further, samples that included patients with cognitive impairment, substance abuse, 

or severe and enduring psychological problems were also excluded.   

Intervention  

Studies were included if the central intervention in the research was individualised, group, or 

guided self-help based CBT or ACT.  Multi-disciplinary interventions were included if the 

indicated treatment was guided by CBT or ACT. A broad range of treatment formats were 

examined to reflect the wide variety of both treatment methods and mediators within the 

literature.  A broad approach makes it possible to ascertain if there are commonalities across 

treatment delivery methods.  This broad scope also updates previous reviews (e.g. Mansell et 

al., 2013) in technological developments and a greater proliferation in on-line treatments.  

The inclusion of on-line and more guided self-help interventions assists in examining 

common mechanisms such as the therapeutic alliance by comparison to models that offer 

greater therapist contact. 
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Comparator  

Due to the relative infancy of the new mediation methods currently in use, a broad approach 

was applied to maximise inclusion.  Therefore, studies that followed a sample of chronic 

pain patients through the course of treatment without any comparison intervention were 

included.   

Outcome  

Studies that utilised either general (e.g. SF-36 physical function subscale; Ware & 

Sherbourne, 1992) or specific (e.g. Oswestry Low Back Pain Disability Scale; Fairbank & 

Pynsent, 2000) measures of disability were also included.  Measures of pain interference 

incorporating physical subscales (e.g. Pain Interference Index; Martin et al., 2015; 

Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire-Revised; Bennett et al., 2009) were considered along 

with studies utilising observed tests of physical ability such as sit to stand tests. 

Study designs  

RCTs, quasi-experimental, case-control studies, single case experimental designs and 

uncontrolled trials were eligible for inclusion, provided they conducted a mediation analysis 

using a recognised approach.  Stand-alone mediation studies were included if the original 

intervention data pertaining to the research was available.  Cross-sectional studies were 

excluded as mediation cannot be established by this method (Kazdin, 2007).  

 

Study selection and data extraction process  

The lead author completed all searches and reviewed both titles and abstracts to confirm 

eligibility for inclusion.  In cases where this was insufficient to form a decision the complete 

paper was reviewed.  The lead author completed data extraction from studies that satisfied 

the inclusion criteria.  The data included the following: study design, the method of 

mediation analysis, indication of direct effect, and the measure and confidence intervals of 

indirect effects (if provided). 
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Quality assessment 

Due to a paucity of widely used appraisal tools for mediation analysis, a tool previously 

applied to RCTs for chronic pain (Yates et al., 2005) was adapted.  A separate mediation 

section was generated based on the quality criteria for mediation suggested by Kazdin (2007) 

and Maric et al. (2012).  It was also informed by a previous review of mediation (Mansell et 

al., 2013).  The full appraisal tool is provided in Appendix 1.1. 

Other minor changes were made to the original Yates et al.’s (2005) tool to consider 

mediation and accommodate the assessment of open clinical trials.  The utilisation of a 

treatment manual was replaced as a criterion with items that concerned content and fidelity 

checks.  This ensured that detailed prospective treatment studies in natural environments 

were not unduly penalised.  The criteria concerning participant numbers were adapted to 

reflect the power to detect mediation.  A criterion concerning confounds was introduced to 

reflect the requirement to control for baseline scores (e.g. depression) in some methodologies 

(MacKinnon, 2008).  All changes were structured to ensure that well-designed and executed 

RCTs scored more highly as per the ladder of evidence (Maric et al., 2012).    

The appraisal tool was refined by the research team over three versions and trialled on a test 

paper by the lead author and final authors (inter-rater agreement, ĸ = 0.695, p ≤ 0.0005).  

Fifty percent of the included papers were reviewed by Shaun Fisher, a doctoral candidate in 

clinical psychology and inter-rater agreement scored (ĸ = 0.817, p ≤ 0.0005).  Any 

discrepancies were resolved through discussions.  

The quality of mediation is considered in relation to the overall quality of the study.  Studies 

are rated for quality in relation to the delivery of treatment, outcome design and statistical 

analysis, and finally, the design and statistics concerning mediation.  Greater quality of 

evidence for mediation emerges from well-constructed interventions and analysis.  For 

example, treatment elements should be clearly outlined, delivered by trained clinicians and 

checked for fidelity.  To increase confidence in outcomes that resulted from interventions, 

checks of adherence to treatment are preferable.  Randomization procedures should be well 

outlined and executed to reduce potential bias in group allocation. Expectations pertaining to 

treatment should be assessed and balanced in group allocation.  Statistically, a priori power 

calculations should account for mediation and not only detection of group difference.   
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For mediation all measures should be robust in terms of reliability and validity.  Ideally, 

general process (e.g. therapeutic alliance) or theoretically opposed variables should also be 

selected as mediators for comparison.  In addition, designs should include at least three data 

collection points to be able to establish temporal ordering of change, with multiple measures 

being superior.  A balance was considered between overall quality and quality of mediation 

in the consideration of the confidence in study results.  The overall area was considered 

within the ‘ladder of evidence’ (Maric et al., 2012) to identify the number of studies and 

quality of evidence that falls within each rung, with the greater amount of evidence emerging 

from higher rungs.  This informed the analysis regarding the quality of evidence for 

individual mediating variables.  

 

 

 

Figure 3: PRISMA Flow Chart
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Table 1: Summary of Included Papers 

Study Design Main 
treatment/duration 

Comparison 
conditions 

Mediators Outcomes Population Sample 
size at first 
assessment 

Mediation 
analysis 

Spinhoven 
et al. 
(2004) 

Dismantling/enhancement Operant conditioning + 
cognitive coping skills;  
Cognitive element – 12 
90-minute sessions 
 

Operant 
conditioning + 
group discussion 

PCCL subscales; 
catastrophization, 
internal control 
of pain 

Observed 
behavioural 
tests 

Chronic back pain 148 Baron and 
Kenny steps 

Trompetter 
et al. 
(2015) 

RCT ACT (supported; self-help 
internet based); 180 
minutes work a week 
over 12 weeks 

Expressive 
writing 
(supported self-
help internet 
based); W/L 
 

PIPS; PCS  MPI  General chronic pain 
patients 

238 Bootstrapping 
and cross-
lagged panel 
analysis 

Kemani et 
al. (2015) 

RCT ACT (group); 12, 90-
minute weekly sessions 

Applied 
Relaxation 
(group) 
 

CSQ; PIPS PII (pain 
interference) 

General chronic pain 
patients 

60 Linear mixed 
models 

Turner et 
al. (2007) 

RCT CBT (individual); 1session 
a week for 4 weeks  

Pain Education 
(individual) 

SOPA Subscales; 
CSQ 
(catastrophising); 
SES (self-efficacy) 
 

GCPS (pain 
interference) 

Temporomandibular 
disorder 

158 Bootstrapping 

Wetherell 
et al. 
(2011) 
 

RCT ACT (group); 8, 90-
minute weekly sessions 

CBT (group) CPAQ (pain 
acceptance) 

BPI (pain 
interference) 

Mainly military 
veterans 

114 Baron and 
Kenny steps 

Cederberg 
et al. 
(2016) 

RCT ACT (supported self-help 
telephone based); 30 
mins weekly support over 
7 weeks 

Applied 
Relaxation 
(supported self-
help telephone-
based) 
 

CPAQ OMPQ 
(disability) 

General chronic pain 
patients 

115 Bootstrapping 

Burns et al. 
(2012) 

RCT CBT (group); 10 weekly 
90-minute sessions 

Pain Education 
(group) 

PCS 
(catastrophizing) 

RMDQ General chronic pain 
patients 

83 Hierarchical 
regression 
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Table 1: Continued 

Study Design Main treatment/duration Comparison 
conditions 

Mediators Outcomes Population Sample size 
at first 
assessment 

Mediation 
analysis 

Smeets et 
al. (2006) 

RCT CBT (group/individual); 2 
group sessions, followed 
by 18 30-minute 
individual sessions 
 

Active therapy; 
W/L; CBT + active 
therapy 

PCL subscales; 
catastrophizing, 
internal control 

RMDQ 
(disability) 

Chronic back pain 211 Baron and 
Kenny steps 
with Sobel 
test 

Luciano et 
al. (2014) 
 

RCT ACT (group); 8 180-
minute sessions 

Pharmacotherapy; 
W/L 

CPAQ  FIQ  Fibromyalgia 
patients 

156 Bootstrapping 

Wicksell et 
al. (2010) 

RCT ACT (individual); 10 60-
minute sessions over 8 
weeks 

TAU PIPS 
(psychological 
flexibility); SES; 
TSK (fear of 
movement/re-
injury) 
 

PDI 
(disability) 

Whiplash patients 21 Bootstrapping 

Carmody 
et al. 
(2013) 

RCT CBT (telephone 
delivered); 12 sessions 
spread over 20 weeks 

Pain Education 
(telephone 
delivered) 

CSQ subscales; 
catastrophizing, 
coping self-
statements 
 

SF-12v2 
(disability) 

Military Veterans 101 Linear mixed 
models 

Burns et al. 
(2015) 

RCT CBT (individual); 10 60-
minute weekly sessions 

CBT (tailored) PSOCQ 
(readiness to 
change); WAI 
(working 
alliance) 
 

MPI (pain 
interference) 

Chronic back pain 94 Cross-lagged 
analysis and 
hierarchical 
regression 

Wicksell et 
al. (2013) 

RCT ACT (group); 12 90-
minute weekly sessions 

W/L PIPS PDI; FIQ 
(pain 
interference) 

Fibromyalgia 
patients 

40 Bootstrapping 
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Table 1: Continued 

Study Design Main treatment/duration Comparison 
conditions 

Mediators Outcomes Population Sample 
size at first 
assessment 

Mediation 
analysis 

Akerblom et al. 
(2015) 

Open 
trial   

CBT (group) MDT delivered; 18 7-
hour treatment days spread over 2 
months 

N/A CPAQ; MPI subscales; 
life control beliefs (akin 
to self-efficacy); social 
support 
 

MPI General 
chronic pain 
patients 

409 SEM 

Vowles et al. 
(2014) 

Open 
trial   

ACT (group) MDT delivered; 13 
hours over two days for 4 weeks 

N/A CPAQ; BPCI subscale 
(flexibility); CPVI 
(values engagement) 

PII 
combined 
with 
behavioural 
tests 
 

General 
chronic pain 
patients 

144 Linear mixed 
models 

Baranoff et al. 
(2013) 

Open 
trial   

CBT (group) MDT delivered; 6 
hours a day for 5 consecutive days 

N/A CPAQ; PRSS 
(catastrophising) 

RMDQ General 
chronic pain 
Patients 
 

186 Hierarchical 
regression 

McCracken & 
Gutierrez-
Martinez (2011) 

Open 
Trial   

ACT (group) MDT delivered; 6 ½ 
hours a day, 5 days a week for 
three to four weeks 

N/A AAQ-II (acceptance); 
MAAS (mindful 
attention); CPVI (values 
engagement); CPAQ 
 

SIP subscale 
(disability) 

General 
chronic pain 
patients 

168 Hierarchical 
regression 

Cassidy et al. 
(2012) 

Open 
Trial   

CBT (group) MDT delivered; 9, 
weekly 7-hour sessions 

N/A PCS RMDQ Chronic back-
pain 

116 Baron and 
Kenny steps 
with Sobel Test 

 
Abbreviations - PCCL (Pain Coping and Cognitions List); PCL (Pain Cognitions List); RMDQ (Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire; GCPS (Graded Chronic Pain Scale; SOPA (Survey of 
Pain Attitudes); CSQ (Coping Strategies Questionnaire); SES (Self-Efficacy Scale); PIPS (Psychological Inflexibility in Pain Scale); TSK (Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia); PDI (Pain 
Disability Index); CPAQ (Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire); BPI (Brief Pain Inventory); FIQ (Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire); PCS (Pain Catastrophization Scale; PSOCQ 
(Pain Stages of Change Questionnaire); WAI (Working Alliance Inventory); SF-12v2 (Short Form Health Survey); MPI (Multi-dimensional Pain Inventory); OMPQ (Orebro 
Musculoskeletal Pain Questionnaire); PII (Pain Interference Index); AAQ-II (Acceptance and Action Questionnaire-II); MAAS (Mindfulness Attention Awareness Scale); CPVI (Chronic 
Pain Values Inventory); PRSS (Pain Response Self-Statement Scale) 
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Results 

Following searching, 18 studies were identified as meeting criteria (Table 1).  The search 

process is presented in Figure 3 (see also Appendix 1.2). The considerable heterogeneity in 

study populations, outcome measures, and mediation analyses utilised complicated 

comparisons, and precluded full meta-analysis. Group treatments were the most prevalent 

delivery platform, with only four studies employing individual treatment, and three guided 

self-help interventions.  Interventions were evenly split with 9 based on CBT and 9 on ACT.  

Numerous mediators were tested with catastrophization, pain acceptance, psychological 

flexibility and self-efficacy most frequent.  

 

Overall quality (Table 2, plus Appendix 1.3) 

Treatment 

In the literature reviewed theoretical frameworks were well presented, although focused on 

the influence of treatment on mediators (a path) with a lesser consideration of the b path.  

Within ACT interventions content was relatively consistent which facilitated comparison.  

CBT was more varied and cognitive interventions were frequently not targeted at specific 

pain cognitions (e.g. using problem-solving training; Smeets et al., 2006).  Engagement and 

adherence to treatment was generally difficult to ascertain. This signifies that that the actual 

dosage of received treatment is often unspecified.  Although the majority of studies 

measured attendance, only four measured adherence in terms of participant practice of 

prescribed techniques (Caromdy et al., 2013; Spinhoven et al., 2004; Trompetter et al., 2015; 

Turner et al., 2007).  The literature reviewed provided little consideration with regards to 

what constitutes of an adequate dose of either ACT or CBT. The duration of treatment 

similarly displayed variation with interventions that ranged from 4 sessions to intensive 

residential MDT treatment.  Despite these critiques, in general, the quality of treatment was 

found to be high, with confidence that treatments were adequately designed and delivered. 

Design and methods 

Sample sizes varied from 21 to 409, and although power calculations were the norm, they 

were calculated for group difference rather than mediation. Therefore, samples were often 

underpowered for analyses.  The specialised nature of some samples, such as veterans in 

Wetherell et al. (2011) and Carmody et al. (2013), temporomandibular disorder in Turner et 
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al. (2007), and whiplash in Wicksell et al. (2010) limits their generalisability across samples.  

The participation of veterans created a slight gender balance in favour of men (all other 

papers predominately considered female populations) and a greater co-morbidity with regard 

to psychological problems.  This may partly explain the lack of effects and wide confidence 

intervals in these studies. 

Attrition rates were generally high at follow-ups (follow up assessments frequently formed 

the basis for mediation analysis).  Rates ranged from 2%–72%, and although frequently 

balanced between comparator groups, and statistically controlled for, high attrition rates 

place question marks over the generalizability of results, and the acceptability of treatments 

to patients.  Only six papers comprised a measure of treatment credibility or participant 

expectations.  Given the importance of this factor (Cormier et al., 2016) it forms a potential 

source of bias in relation to patients’ commitment to the intervention.  In the cases when 

assessed treatments were considered credible by participants, they included control 

conditions inclusive of pain education suggesting its importance to patients (e.g. Burns et al., 

2012; Turner et al., 2007). 

With regard to the assessment of disability based on a participant’s self-report, only one 

study included (Wicksell et al., 2013) followed the provided guidance (Dworkin et al., 2005) 

and included both general and disease-specific measures of disability/interference.  Only two 

studies utilised behavioural tests of physical ability that could enhance the robustness of the 

findings.  Confounds were generally well managed through both design and analysis, 

increasing confidence in the outcomes.  However, mediation did not frequently constitute the 

focal point of the research. Results were mainly presented in separate papers (N = 8). Overall 

quality in this area was more varied, particularly with regard to the consideration of elements 

pertinent to mediation such as the adequacy of power. 

Mediation 

The theoretical selection, and measurement, of mediators was valid and reliable increasing 

the confidence in results.  However, only one paper (Burns et al., 2015) utilised general 

process measures, while only four (Kemani et al., 2015;  Trompetter et al., 2015; Wetherell 

et al., 2011; Wicksell et al., 2010) compared mediators drawn from alternative models.  This 

reliance on mediators theoretically matched to specific treatments limits the generation of 

more confident evidence for mediation.  However, such confidence is augmented by control 

conditions that were well defined and consisted of theoretically variant treatments or 
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treatments designed to effect the elimination of theory-specific techniques such as 

educational sessions.   

However, in two CBT papers, this did not strengthen the case for mediation, since control 

conditions, including pain education, changed both mediator and outcome measures 

similarly to CBT (Burns et al., 2012; Carmody et al., 2013).  ACT exhibited more consistent 

results with interventions changing ACT-based mediators and outcomes to a greater extent in 

comparison to ‘non- psychological’ treatment (Applied Relaxation in Cederberg et al., 2016; 

Kemani et al., 2015). 

Pre-post type designs were dominant in methodologies therefore only three papers could 

establish temporal precedence through multiple measurements (Carmody et al., 2013; 

Kemani et al. 2015; Trompetter et al., 2015).  However, there appears to be a trend towards 

the application of more powerful mediation analyses such as SEM and product of coefficient 

with bootstrapped confidence intervals. In spite of this, the application of less powerful 

regression methods continues. Theoretical perspectives dominated the data analysis with 

only Trompetter et al. (2015) and Cassidy et al. (2012), testing reverse models or employing 

lagged analysis to test if changes in outcome mediated resultant changes in the proposed 

mediators.  Trompetter et al. (2015) indicated that change in disability did not necessarily 

precede change in mediators. 

However, data in studies that effected measurement within the treatment period (Carmody et 

al., 2013; Kemani et al., 2015) indicate an early alteration in both mediators and outcomes.  

Therefore, the possibility that outcomes influence mediators (reverse model) cannot be 

completely overlooked.  Overall quality across mediation research is rather varied, with 

some papers often covering some aspects well but failing to deliver conclusive results with 

regard to mediation.  Evidence for mediation can be supplemented further significance 

through specific consideration of designs in the ‘ladder of evidence’ (Maric et al., 2012). 
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Ladder of evidence 

Dismantling/enhancement studies (N = 1)  

In this area of research Spinhoven et al. (2004) assessed operant-behavioural treatment 

supplemented with cognitive coping skills or group discussion.  However, evidence for 

mediation at this level was inconclusive due to flaws in the study’s approach.  Groups were 

not equivalent in activity level at baseline, and elements of treatment were poorly defined.  

The design could not demonstrate temporal precedence, and low powered analyses were 

utilised.   

RCTs with active comparisons (N = 11) 

Confidence in establishing evidence of mediation at this level is mixed due to variations in 

the quality of the methods.  Fidelity was generally well assessed, increasing confidence in 

adequate delivery.  Five mainly CBT based studies enhanced confidence in the treatment 

through the addition of measures of credibility (Burns et al., 2015; Burns et al., 2012; 

Cederberg et al., 2016; Spinhoven et al., 2004; Turner et al., 2007). The selection of 

comparators was suitable but only two papers included a waiting list comparison that could 

allow enhanced evidence with regard to mediation (meets et al., 2006; Trompetter et al., 

2015). All studies completed mediation analyses for at least one variable.  Confidence in 

results was undermined in three specific papers as randomization processes were not clearly 

outlined (Burns et al., 2012; Carmody et al., 2013; Spinhoven et al., 2004). 

In general timelines were rarely established; only three papers could establish change in a 

mediator before change in an outcome (Carmody et al., 2013; Kemani et al., 2015; 

Trompetter et al., 2015).  Four papers utilised bootstrapped confidence intervals. However, 

out of these Cederberg et al. (2016) did not employ a sufficiently large sample size for this 

method of analysis.  The combination of overall quality, within-session measurement, and 

bootstrapping methods signifies that Trompetter et al. (2015) and Kemani et al. (2015) 

provide the strongest evidence with regard to mediation at this level.  In spite of the fact that 

they did not demonstrate temporal precedence, three other papers provided a balance of RCT 

rigour and mediation analysis (Luciano et al., 2014; Turner et al., 2007; Wetherell et al., 

2011). 
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RCT with waiting list control (N = 1) 

Wicksell et al. (2013) did not record participant engagement in their study. Consequently, 

the degree of patient engagement and adherence to techniques is uncertain.  Treatment 

showing greater change in mediator compared to wait-list control provides initial evidence 

for mediation.  However, temporal precedence was not established, and although 

bootstrapping techniques were employed the sample size is underpowered for this analysis 

based on published guidance (Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007). 

Single treatment designs (N = 5) 

All interventions were multi-disciplinary with variations regarding contact time with 

clinicians complicating comparisons.  Confidence with regard to adherence and engagement 

was curtailed by only three studies conducting fidelity checks (Appendix 1.3).  However, 

increasing confidence in mediation, two studies assessed mediators unrelated to treatment 

model (Akerblom et al., 2015; Baranoff et al., 2013).  Clinic settings allowed larger sample 

sizes that were suitable for analysis.  However, the utilisation of hierarchical regression 

method weakens Baranoff et al.’s (2013) case for mediation.  Due to this reason, and as none 

of the studies demonstrated temporal precedence, the strongest evidence for mediation 

emerged from Akerblom et al. (2015), followed by Vowles et al. (2014).  Interestingly, 

Vowles et al. (2014) found acceptance mediated self-reported disability, but not the observed 

physical tests.  This lack of consistency reduces confidence in mediation via acceptance. 

 

Mediators assessed 

Results were ordered by the quality of potential evidence offered in terms of mediation for 

each variable that was assessed in the included research.  Studies in Table 2 are presented in 

the ladder of evidence, within each rung the higher the study position the more confident 

evidence it presents for mediation.  Figures in Table 2 are taken from mediation analysis to 

the latest possible point of evaluation for the most prevalent central outcome measures (self-

report scales of disability, with the exception of Spinhoven et al. (2004).  Significant 

variability was found in the size of indirect effects and confidence intervals reducing 

confidence in mediation.  However, there is a slight movement towards reduced estimates in 

relation to increasing sample size.  Wicksell et al. (2010) alongside Wicksell et al. (2013) 

found large estimates with very small samples; whereas larger clinic-based studies identified 

smaller estimates, a trend that suggests a potential bias towards type 1 errors due to sample 
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size.  Trompetter et al. (2015) constituted an exception to this condition. In this study, 

however, recruitment was screened to ensure levels of psychological flexibility were not 

extremely low. Therefore, the ACT intervention may have proceeded from a solid base of 

pre-existing skills compared to other samples. 

Catastrophization 

The observed trend was for any ‘active’ treatment to have an effect on measures of 

catastrophization (a path).  Further, comparator conditions that contained educational 

elements and active movement frequently effected changes in measures of catastrophization. 

This was in a similar degree to CBT based treatment.  There was no compelling evidence to 

demonstrate that longer or more intense treatments led to greater indirect effects. 

Indirect effects are small on the whole, although findings were consistently positive across 

CBT treatments.  However, mediation was frequently based on the lower powered causal 

steps approach in these papers.  A good quality study found mediation through 

catastrophization when ACT was compared to the Applied Relaxation treatment method 

(Trompetter et al., 2015).  However, with regard to ACT treatment, analysis in the same 

paper demonstrated that catastrophization was not a significant mediator for this kind of 

treatment.  Overall, there is some initial evidence for catastrophization as a mediator.  

However, Cassidy et al. (2012) raised the interesting prospect of catastrophization mediating 

a relationship between change in mindfulness ability and disability in CBT.  This indicates a 

potentially complex pattern of change arising from interventions.    
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Table 2: Reported Indirect Effects for Self-report Measures of Disability/Pain Interference by Mediator 

Study Mediator(s) Evidence of Indirect Effect Mediation 
Indicated 
Yes (Y)  
No (N) 
Partial (P) 

95% Confidence 
Intervals 

Quality Rating: 
Treatment 

Quality 
Rating: 
Design and 
Methods 

Quality Rating: 
Mediation 

Quality 
Rating: 
Overall 

Spinhoven et al. 
(2004) 

Catastrophization 
 
 
Internal Control 

b path; β = – 0.15; c’ path; 
β = – 0.34 
 
b path = 0.04; c’ path = -
0.34 
 

P 
 
 
P 

Not reported 
 
Not reported 

9 15 11 35 

Trompetter et al. 
(2015) 

Catastrophization 
 
Psychological Flexibility 

Estimate = – 1.465 
 
Estimate = – 3.00 
 

Y 
 
Y 

– 2.97 to – 0.50 
 
– 4.84 to – 1.55 

9 19 15 43 

Kemani et al. 
(2015)  
(only within ACT) 

Catastrophization 
 
Psychological Flexibility 

Estimate = – 0.028 
 
Estimate = – 0.09 
 

N 
 
Y 

–0.103 to 0.018 
 
– 0.003 to -0.195 

8 19 15 42 

Turner et al. 
(2007) 

Catastrophization 
 
Internal Control 
 
Fear of Harm (re-)injury 
 
Self-efficacy 

Estimate = – 0.59 
 
Estimate = – 1.18 
 
Estimate = – 0.70 
 
Estimate = – 0.46 
 

Y 
 
N 
 
Y 
 
Y 

– 1.11 to – 0.01 
 
1.87 to – 0.56 
 
– 1.22 to -0.34 
 
– 1.05 to – 0.49 

10 19 13 42 

Burns et al. 
(2015) 

Readiness to change 
(action attitude) 
 
Working Alliance 

β = – 0.231 
 
 
β = – 0.275 
 

Y 
 
 
Y 

Not reported 
 
 
Not reported 

9 17 12 38 

Luciano et al. 
(2014) 
 

Pain Acceptance Estimate = – 1.07 N -5.41 to 2.91 
 

7 19 11 37 
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Table 2: Continued 

Study Mediator(s) Evidence of Indirect Effect Mediation 
Indicated 
Yes (Y)  
No (N) 
Partial (P) 

95% Confidence 
Intervals 

Quality Rating: 
Treatment 

Quality 
Rating: 
Design and 
Methods 

Quality Rating: 
Mediation 

Quality 
Rating: 
Overall 

Cederberg et al. 
(2016) 
 

Pain Acceptance Estimate = 0.683 N – 0.005 to 2.12 7 18 11 36 

Smeets et al. 
(2006) 

Catastrophization 
 
Internal Control 

Sobel test = -2.269* 
 
No effect of IV (no 
mediation identified) 
 

Y 
 
N 

Not reported 
 
Not reported 

9 18 10 37 

Wicksell et al. 
(2010) 

Fear of Harm (re-)injury 
 
Self-efficacy 
 
Psychological Flexibility 

Estimate = 2.11 
 
Estimate = 3.10 
 
Estimate = 7.69 
 

N 
 
N 
 
Y 

– 7.30 to 0.45 
 
– 0.95 to 12.26 
 
0.24 to 17.19 

8 17 11 36 

Carmody et al. 
(2013) 
 

Catastrophization Β = -1.514 Y – 2.23 to – 0.80 9 12 14 35 

Burns et al. 
(2012) 
 

Catastrophization Not reported N Not reported 9 13 10 32 

Wetherell et al. 
(2011) 
 
 
 

Internal Control 
 
Pain Acceptance 

Not reported (no 
significant effect) 
 
Not reported (no 
significant effect) 

N 
 
 
N 

– 0.38 to 0.02 
 
– 0.10 to 0.14 

7 18 11 36 
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Table 2: Continued 

Study Mediator(s) Evidence of Indirect 
Effect 

Mediation 
Indicated Yes 
(Y) or No (N) 

95% Confidence 
Intervals 

Quality 
Rating: 
Treatment 

Quality Rating: 
Design and 
Methods 

Quality 
Rating: 
Mediation 

Quality 
Rating: 
Overall 

Wicksell et al. 
(2013) 

Psychological Flexibility Estimate = – 3.65 Y (99% CI) – 11.52 
to – 0.54 
 

8 17 12 37 

Akerblom et al. 
(2015) 

Self-efficacy 
 
Pain Acceptance 
 
Social Support 
 

Estimate = – 0.024 
 
Estimate = – 0.113 
 
Estimate = – 0.048 

Y 
 
Y 
 
Y 

– 0.038 to – 0.009 
 
– 0.163 to – 0.018 
 
– 0.079 to – 0.029 

8 16 12 36 

Vowles et al. (2014) Pain Acceptance 
 
Psychological Flexibility 
 
Values Engagement 
 

Estimate = – 0.001 
 
Estimate = – 0.001 
 
Estimate = – 0.01 

Y 
 
N 
 
N 

– 0.02 to – 0.01 
 
– 0.003 to 0.001 
 
– 0.01 to 0.002 

6 11 11 28 

Baranof et al. (2013) Catastrophization 
 
 
Pain Acceptance 

R² = 0.29; R² change with 
catastrophization = 
0.08** 
 
R² = 0.29; R² change with 
acceptance = 0.06** 
 

Y 
 
 
 
Y 

Not reported 
 
 
Not reported 

5 12 10 27 

McCracken & 
Gutierrez-Martinez. 
(2011) 

Pain Acceptance 
 
Values Engagement 
 
Acceptance 
 
Mindful Attention 
 

Β = – 0.16; sr² = 0.014 
 
B = – 0.05; sr² = 0.0025 
 
B = – 0.26; sr² = 0.040 
 
B = -0.06; sr² = 0.0025 

N 
 
N 
 
Y 
 
N 

Not reported 
 
Not reported 
 
Not reported 
 
Not reported 

6 11 10 27 

Cassidy et al. (2012) Catastrophization (via 
Mindfulness) 

Sobel test = – 5.25 Y Not reported 4 11 9 24 
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Control cognitions 

Evidence supports the view that active treatments alter control beliefs (a paths), however, 

this change does not appear to be influenced by treatment intensity or delivery method.  

Evidence with regards to the influence of changes in control cognition on outcomes (b paths) 

was limited.  Mediation, when indicated, was either partial (Spinhoven et al., 2004), or in a 

specific population with a low pain duration (Turner et al., 2007; mean pain duration of a 

year).  Two studies found no mediation, including Smeets et al. (2006) who found no 

significant effect of any intervention on control cognitions. However, this may have been 

due to a lack of direct cognitive change methods in the treatment.  Although they did not 

detect mediation, Wetherell et al. (2011) observed a significant correlation (r = – 0.43) 

between change in mediator and a corresponding change in outcome scores.  That indicates 

potential relationships between control cognitions and outcomes.  In terms of overall quality, 

this result along with that of Turner et al. (2007) provides some limited evidence for control 

cognitions as mediators of outcome. 

Harm cognitions 

Studies indicated both CBT and ACT altered cognitions in relation to bodily harm (Turner et 

al., 2007; Wicksell et al., 2010), but results related to mediation results were conflicting  

Both studies recruited specific populations, and neither established temporal precedence 

regarding patterns of variable change.  Greater weight can be placed on Turner et al. (2007) 

results due to the larger N size and a more controlled comparison group.  Therefore, there is 

some preliminary evidence with regard to moderate mediation via harm cognitions in CBT. 

Self-efficacy 

The evidence for self-efficacy is mixed, with one good quality RCT and one single treatment 

study finding only small estimates.  Wicksell et al. (2010) found no mediation; however, 

their sample size was small potentially contributing to large confidence intervals.  The 

sample size and methods in Turner et al. (2007) and Akerblom et al. (2015) signify greater 

confidence, and preliminary support for self-efficacy as a mediator in both CBT and ACT 

treatments. However, its influence may not be substantive based on present results. 

Pain acceptance 

No RCT could determine mediation through pain acceptance, with sizeable confidence 

intervals observed in Luciano et al. (2014) in spite of an adequate sample size.  Cederberg et 

al. (2016) discovered evidence with regard to mediation at a 6-month follow up (estimate = 
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0.331; 95% CI = 0.005 to 1.021).  However, in their study, this became non-significant at 

this level by 12 months. 

However, all open trials detected small indirect effects with pain acceptance.  Yet even in 

these studies, some variation in results was observed.  In a multivariate analysis, Baranof et 

al. (2013), no mediation of physical tests by pain acceptance was observed.  A general 

measure of acceptance (sr² = 0.040) indicated a greater contribution to outcomes in 

McCracken and Gutierrez-Martinez (2011) in comparison to pain acceptance, indicating 

broader aspects of acceptance could be considered.  Preliminary support is offered with 

respect to the concept of pain acceptance as a mediator but additional robust RCT evidence 

is required. 

Psychological flexibility 

Psychological flexibility (assessed as cognitive defusion and avoidance by the PIPS, 

Wicksell et al., 2010) demonstrated some consistency as a mediator across RCT studies.  

Trompetter et al. (2015) reported a strong indirect effect, and in addition cross-lagged panel 

analysis within the ACT intervention arm of the study indicated that an early change in 

psychological flexibility predicted later changes in disability.  However, despite an adequate 

sample size, confidence intervals were large.  These results were supported by Kemani et al. 

(2015), but with a smaller indirect effect.  The indirect effect in Trompetter et al. (2015) may 

have been influenced by initial screening to ensure that levels of psychological flexibility 

were not low at the time of intake, so as to ensure that the level of intervention was 

appropriate.  

Estimates are lower in other designs, but higher estimates were observed in lower sample 

sizes (Wicksell et al., 2010) indicating potential inflation of effects. This is emphasised by 

wide confidence intervals.  One clinic population study did not observe mediation by 

psychological flexibility in ACT treatment (Vowles et al., 2014).  However, there was a 

large proportion of data in this study that could not be obtained (1/3 of participants did not 

provide follow up data), a factor that could have affected the results.  Outcomes may also 

have been influenced by the combination of observed and self-report tests utilised to measure 

disability.  Given the methodological quality of RCTs, the bulk of evidence emphasises 

psychological flexibility as a mediator of disability/activity interference outcomes in ACT 

treatment.  Analysis within ACT treatment groups (Kemani et al., 2015; Trompetter et al., 

2015) indicates this indirect effect is stronger in comparison to that for catastrophization. 
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This indicates changes may occur as proposed in the theory studied but further replications 

are required to fortify the strength of these findings. 

Other mediators 

There is little support for other assessed mediators.  Open trial analyses provided 

insignificant results for values-based action, mindful attention (both s = 0.0025; McCracken 

& Gutierrez-Martinez, 2011), or adoption of coping self-statements (Carmody et al., 2013). 

Only two studies examined general mechanisms with some initial evidence. Perceived level 

of social support mediated outcomes in a clinical population (Akerblom et al., 2015) with a 

larger estimate than self-efficacy.  In addition, cross-lagged analysis indicated that early 

changes in action attitudes (readiness to change) predicted later change in disability, as did 

early measures of therapeutic alliance (Burns et al., 2015).  However, multiple regression 

analyses indicated an overlapping effect with no unique variance explained by either 

variable. The pattern of relationships may be complex, and current results provide little 

clarity regarding the active mechanisms behind improvements. 

 

Common mediators  

Few studies investigated mediators outside the theoretical orientation of the main treatment.  

In studies where this was reported, cognitive variables (catastrophization) were changed by 

ACT interventions and mindfulness, and psychological flexibility changed by CBT.  While 

this lessens the specificity of mediation to particular treatment models, it indicates that there 

may be a collection of mediators that are important across treatments.  The fact that 

education intervention changed both outcomes and variables such as catastrophization 

suggests that shared treatment elements such as pain education may affect similar variables 

across treatments.    

There is tentative evidence with regard to treatment-specific effects from one study only 

(Trompetter et al., 2013).  Using cross-lagged panel analysis within their ACT treatment arm 

early change in catastrophization did not predict later change in disability but an early 

change in psychological flexibility did.  However, catastrophization and psychological 

flexibility may have a shared influence as catastrophization did mediate outcomes, and early 

change in flexibility predicted later change in catastrophization (Trompetter et al., 2015).  

Evidence from military veterans indicates specific cognitions may be important across 
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treamtents.  Correlations with outcomes were high for changes in control cognitions across 

both ACT and CBT (Wetherell et al., 2011).  Such cross-over pattern regarding treatments 

and variables were found in other studies, with CBT changing pain acceptance (Baranof et 

al., 2013), and ACT changing catastrophization (Kemani et al., 2015). Indeed, mediation 

was greater for catastrophization than psychological flexibility in this study.   

When assessed and compared, changes appear not to be theoretically specific, indicating 

change may constitute a more complex picture.  Interestingly, Cassidy et al. (2012) raise the 

prospect inter-relationships between variables with CBT changing mindfulness and 

mediating outcomes through change in catastrophization.  This model was not significant 

when reversed, suggesting an important role for mindfulness that was not directly targeted 

by CBT.  Such linkages are supported by cross-lagged analysis by Trompetter et al. (2015) 

that indicated that a change in catastrophization predicted later change in psychological 

flexibility indicting reciprocal relationships between these variables.  More work is required 

to assess a variety of variables to identify the ‘active’ elements of successful treatment, and 

the way in which these variables interact to cause the effects across time.  
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Discussion 

Quality of mediation research appears to be increasing over time.  However, not enough 

studies are conducted in-line with guidance (Kazdin, 2007) to have robust confidence 

regarding specific mediators.  Within the reviewed literature results are broadly in line with 

the previous review by Mansell et al. (2013), with the addition of further evidence on 

psychological flexibility.  Across treatments, the body of evidence indicate psychological 

flexibility and pain catastrophization as the most robust mediators of disability/interference 

outcomes, based on current methodological quality. However, catastrophization would 

benefit from more evidence using robust product of coefficient methods.  Results are in line 

with previous associations with disability; pain catastrophization (Burns et al., 2003) and 

psychological flexibility (Vowles et al., 2014).   

The paucity of dismantling and single case research suggests a need for broader thinking 

within the research area (see Maric et al., 2012).  Even within quality RCT designs there 

were issues concerning mediation.  Better assessment of adherence to treatment practice is 

required to assess if treatment is being applied in line with theory.  Comparison conditions 

were generally well selected, but the fact that these comparison conditions altered both 

mediator and outcomes potentially lessen the theoretical case for mediation based on 

treatment models.   

However, this may be due to therapist involvement in conducting the comparison 

interventions (Spinhoven et al., 2004), indicating the importance of more general factors 

which were not frequently considered in the research. Alternatively, comparisons may not 

have successfully removed active elements. In addition, treatment expectations were not 

frequently considered.  Expectations and treatment credibility may be a facet of readiness to 

change which Burns et al. (2015) indicate as a potential mediator.  Despite the predominance 

of group treatments no consideration was given to interpersonal processes such as group 

cohesion as potential mediators. 

The narrow theoretical focus when selecting mediators has limited evidence regarding 

mediation (Maric et al., 2012).  Psychological flexibility was only assessed in ACT 

interventions yet elements of flexibility including mindfulness skills were associated with 

treatment change in CBT (Cassidy et al., 2012).  There were also clear associations between 

variables such as psychological flexibility and catastrophization (Trompetter et al., 2015).  

Results raise the prospect that contextual factors and cognitive content may be linked across 

all treatments.  Multivariate analysis that compared mediators could be used across 
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treatments to identify a core group of potential mediators. Interestingly, there is no 

significant indication of length of treatment effects in either CBT or ACT, perhaps reflecting 

that patients frequently begin change early in treatment (Kraemer et al., 2002).  This also 

points towards greater use of within treatment measurement to illuminate processes. 

The fact that a broader measure of acceptance proved a stronger mediator than pain 

acceptance (McCracken & Gutierrez, 2011) indicates broader manifestations of such 

constructs rather than pain specific variants should be considered regarding disability. This 

may in part help to explain the surprising lack of strong evidence for pain acceptance as a 

mediator.  Indeed, broader measures of acceptance show a stronger association with social 

outcomes than pain acceptance (CPAQ) in older adults (Scott et al., 2017). Results suggest a 

broader range of variable need to be taken into account when considering mediation in this 

area and this means considering more general process and variables across treatments. 

 

Common mediators  

There is evidence of cross-theoretical processes, with some initial support for common 

mediators across treatments.  Changes were often not as theorized, with control conditions 

frequently changing mediating variables.  Recent evidence increasingly points to potential 

common mechanisms between treatments.  A large-scale RCT of mindfulness-based stress 

reduction (MBSR) and CBT found a greater change in catastrophization and self-efficacy in 

MBSR, and greater change in some mindfulness facets in CBT (Turner et al., 2016).  While 

the theoretical frameworks behind CBT, ACT, and MBSR may outline different principles, 

such distinctions may contribute little to clinical outcomes, and effects may be generated 

through shared underlying mechanisms (Burns, 2016).   

That catastrophization and psychological flexibility were implicated in both ACT and CBT 

suggest an importance of engagement in cognitive processes, and potential difficulties in 

disengaging from these processes.  Rumination forms a core element of catastrophization 

(Sullivan et al., 2001) and becoming mentally ‘caught up’ in the experience of pain may well 

reduce the flexibility of response.  There is a potential for an underlying process relating to a 

perceived inability to control negative thinking patterns across a variety of psychological 

disorders (Bird et al., 2013).  Potentially, negative beliefs regarding both pain and the self 

may engage such preoccupying cognitive processes that lead to reduced response/activity, 
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and therefore, increased disability.  Both ACT and CBT may disrupt this process in different 

ways that both lead to change.   

Given the association of both anxiety and low mood with chronic pain (Williams et al., 

2012), and the physical nature of all these factors, cognitive processes such as rumination 

may be important targets for all treatments by whatever method. Such broader, more general 

processes may be more important than specifically-targeted techniques.  Recent RCT 

evidence using CBT indicated that social integration was associated with lower disability 

(Taylor et al., 2016).  This would comply with the findings of social support as a mediator 

(Akerblom et al., 2015); indicating social factors require also further investigation as 

treatment targets.  The communicative function of catastrophization (Sullivan, 2012) implies 

that it may be important to consider ways to assist others to engage in activity within their 

own home context.   

Such change to activity was a common element of effective treatments, along with pain 

education.  Avoidance of activity has been highlighted as a common process across both 

depression and anxiety disorders and has become a central part of ‘universal’ protocols 

which seek to treat both conditions (e.g. Barlow et al., 2011).  Early treatment such as pain 

education may assist patients in engaging in increased levels of activity though learning 

about pain and the ability to engage in some activity without significant damage.  Both 

specific goal-setting in CBT and values clarification in ACT may tap into what is important 

for participants to engage in despite pain, increasing motivation to be active reversing 

avoidance across treatments.  This may function in a similar way to arbitrary control 

(Mansell et al., 2008), where individuals engage in behaviour to achieve one goal without 

taking into account another incompatible goal that will also try to control the same 

behaviour.  Patients of pain may seek to retain their identity whilst remaining pain-free, a 

problem that has no satisfactory resolution for them. They may attempt to ‘resolve’ this 

through boom-bust activity leading to increased disability and helplessness.  All aspects of 

successful pain treatment, including pacing and cognitive interventions, may help patients to 

resolve these conflicting goals in the most acceptable way for each individual.  Pain 

education may function by highlighting the nature of this goal conflict and goal 

setting/values engagement alongside physical engagement assist patients in resolving it.   

Treatments may improve physical functioning through different strategies that have the same 

outcome.  Interventions, regardless of modality, may reduce the threat values of pain, and 

encourage engagement in activity despite pain (Turner et al., 2016). Both CBT and 

mindfulness-based treatments may in their own ways help patients to relax, react less 
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negatively to pain, and perceive thoughts and images as mental representations rather than 

true pictures of reality (Turner et al., 2016).  Cumulatively, such effects may result in 

decreased distress, avoidance, and unpleasantness of pain. 

 

Ways forward for psychological treatment 

Specific techniques targeting cognitions do not appear essential in order to effect changes in 

cognition or disability.  In many of the reviewed studies, control conditions featuring 

literature on pain or relaxation, alongside potential supportive therapeutic elements were 

enough to achieve effects.  The relative simplicity of control interventions compared to 

treatment may have assisted.  It is difficult to create a control condition that matches the 

complexity of treatment but possesses enough general features to be credible to participants.  

A consistency in use of control conditions between studies would assist in effecting 

comparisons.   

Physical activity appeared to be a consistent element of all treatments that change mediators 

and outcomes, pointing to avoidance as an important factor as a treatment.  Behaviour 

modification by activity engagement may be the most effective way to alter cognition 

(Bandura, 1977).  Pain education was also frequently presented first during effective applied 

interventions.  Cognitive, or acceptance based work in future may focus on preparing 

patients for physically active elements of treatment, increasing the significant factors of 

readiness to change (Burns et al., 2015).  Such ideas may comply with the importance of 

expectations (Cormier et al., 2016), and treatments used to alter these in a positive direction 

before engaging in elements of treatment that will encourage confrontation of pain.  Perhaps, 

pain education at least partially accomplished this for participants. 

Given the fact that treatments appear to effect mediators and outcomes similarly (Burns, 

2016), the nature of techniques may not be so important.  In the future, the direction taken by 

Trompetter et al. (2015) to screen for psychological flexibility before entering treatment may 

prove to be useful in directing patients to useful interventions for them at appropriate levels 

of therapist contact based on need.  Perhaps, by working upfront to identify the way in which 

patients understand their pain, and the strengths and weaknesses they have, would allow us 

to direct patients towards a psychological treatment that fits with their view of their pain and 

therefore carries expectations of success.  Case study approaches followed by large-scale 

RCT research could be used to examine this approach.  Screening in this way may help to 
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identify differences that could inform treatment approach, such as indicating differences in 

cognition and activity engagement between men and women (Rovner et al., 2017). 

 

Future of mediation research 

Broadly speaking, larger trials with samples ensuring adequate power are required, and a 

consistency of approach that would allow meta-analysis. Results here indicate mediators are 

not necessarily bound to specific treatments, and such distinctions are not helpful (Burns, 

2016).  Therefore, a group of mediators with the strongest links to outcomes should be 

identified and routinely assessed regardless of treatment modality to help build a consensus. 

To date, mediators have been selected on theoretical lines.  Results indicate a more complex 

pattern of changes.  Selection and measurement of these mediators will be important.  

Overlap in concepts assessed may reduce available variance undermining evidence regarding 

mediation (Luciano et al., 2014).  For example, items on disability measures may overlap 

with items on self-efficacy scales that inflate relationships (Morley & Williams, 2015).  

Mediators may also be related, self-efficacy and acceptance are thought to be similar 

concepts in assessing activity engagement in the presence of pain (Wicksell et al., 2010) and 

overlap may occur when included in multi-mediator models.   

However, while the CPAQ indicates giving up control of pain to engage in activity, the self-

efficacy scale assesses engaging in activity despite experiencing pain.  How participants 

interpret these scales may influence scores and therefore their relationship to disability.  Self-

efficacy may tap into acceptance but more naturally reflect behavioural change during 

treatment (Nicholas & Asghari, 2006).  Therefore self-efficacy may be a by-product of 

behaviour change rather than its driver.  This renders testing of reverse models very 

important in understanding mediation in this area.   

Measurement of some concepts may need to be refined, scales reflecting psychological 

flexibility require patient insight into their behaviour, and lack of insight may alter 

measurement (Scott et al., 2017).  Refining of measurement and focus on a core group of 

variables across treatment could facilitate increase in consistency, strengthening the evidence 

for mediation (Kazdin, 2007).  
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General variables such as social support and therapeutic alliance require more investigation.  

This would be particularly important in pain, as group interventions are commonly used.  

Yet, to date no study has assessed the mediating effect of group dynamics.  Such general 

processes may interact with specific variables to have effects.  Moderated mediation models 

may help illuminate the nature of relationships.  Such an approach would begin to 

encompass a full bio-psychosocial model of pain including social, cultural and 

environmental factors thought to shape disability (Wideman et al., 2013). 

Confidence in mediation could be further increased by altering the measurement of 

disability/interference.  The variation in self-report and observed test results in Vowles et al. 

(2014) could be due to on-the-day variation.  Self-reports of disability are open to biases 

through memory and concentration difficulties (Gauthier et al., 2006).  They may overlook 

the contextual elements of activities, such as time to complete, and level of assistance 

required (Morley & Williams, 2015).  Alternatively, results could be explained by the shared 

variance between measures chosen in the mediation analyses as there is a moderate 

correlation between the measures (Wittink et al., 2003).  Despite this, the two measures do 

appear to be distinct (Wittink et al., 2003) and combining them may increase the robustness 

of outcome assessment (Lee et al., 2001). However, physical assessments could be open to 

recording bias and situational influence.  To circumvent this, new smart monitoring 

technology opens the possibility of recording activity in real time providing a rich source of 

data for mediation (Van Buskirk et al., 2014) 

Such methods may also assist in providing data capable of showing order of change.  

Temporal precedence is hard to establish but research has to move away from pre-post-

follow up designs (Williams, Eccleston & Morley, 2012) and towards multiple within 

treatment measurement to understand patterns of change.  Ideally, session by session 

measurement of core variables would be minimally invasive for participants and allow for 

establishing temporal precedence with only minor tweaks to RCT protocols (Maric et al., 

2012).  The ordering of variable change within treatment is likely to be complex given 

overlaps in variables.  The causal relationships implied by mediation models may take time 

to unfold or happen in a very short time (Selig & Preacher, 2009). In addition, variables may 

change simultaneously (MacKinnon, 2008) and some variables have been indicated to 

change early for some participants but later for others (Burns et al., 2003).  The task is not an 

easy one. 
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Statistically, evidence for mediation can be immediately improved by the testing of reverse 

models to ascertain if a change in outcome mediates changes in proposed mediators.  In 

studies assessed here only two papers performed this analysis.  Assumptions are often 

theoretically bound; rather, data should be examined considering the alternative hypotheses.  

This is important where multiple measurements have not been taken to establish timelines of 

change.  Progress has been made via increased use of bootstrapping, and the addition of 

cross-lagged analysis such as in Trompetter et al. (2015) adds further weight. However, lags 

to date have been arbitrarily set, often relying on midpoints of treatment (e.g. Burns et al., 

2003).   

Change occurs within individuals, yet most mediation models focus on inter-individual 

differences (Selig & Preacher, 2009).  If individuals change in different ways (e.g. Burns et 

al., 2003), then it would be prudent to assess mediation from a within-subject perspective.  

Therefore, techniques such as latent growth models (Selig & Preacher, 2009), and multi-

level linear models should be considered.  These models measure rates of change across 

multiple measurement points.  Recent work using this model has indicated change 

trajectories in pain intensity are not associated with changes in physical functioning (Vowles 

et al., 2017).   

Although confounding variables were generally well addressed within the literature the 

impact of treatment expectation is not adequately addressed.  Given the importance of 

expectations to outcomes (Cormier et al., 2016) this requires to be factored into mediation 

models.  In RCTs, this would also mean construction of credible alternative control 

treatments that remove the active elements of the main treatment.  Present results indicate 

creating a benign intervention devoid of active effects on mediators is somewhat 

problematic.  The delivery of these interventions and selection of mediators also needs to be 

free from potential bias created by researcher allegiance which could impact on the patient 

experience and models assessed.  Dismantling or single case studies would provide the 

opportunity to apply credible treatments with control over content to assess the impact of 

elements and mediators.  Such work would allow identification of which elements of 

treatments change important mediators and commonalities across treatments. 
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Populations included in this review were predominantly white, female, and Western.  Cross-

cultural studies are required to ascertain any universal elements pertaining to pain outcomes. 

In addition to universal factors, greater respect needs to be paid to what patients bring to 

treatment.  This is indicated by military veteran samples that show increased indirect effects 

of control cognitions which could reflect the high co-morbidity of anxiety disorders in this 

population, and beliefs regarding increasing control for increased safety (Stecker et al., 

2007). 

 

Limitations 

This review indicates some variables that show consistent relationships with outcomes in a 

few papers where methodological quality for detecting mediation is high.  However, overall 

quality is still moderately low and has progressed slowly since the review by Mansell et al. 

(2013). There are some limitations to the scope of the present review due to the nature of the 

research inherent to this area.  Accurate comparisons were problematic due to variability; 

quality of mediation could be high while sample size low and vice versa; resulting in more 

tentative conclusions.  The breadth of the inclusion criteria meant issues across the whole 

area could be highlighted.  However, this breadth comes at the cost of reduced specificity, 

meaning results cannot directly inform clinical practice with regards to specific treatments, 

modes of delivery, or specific pain conditions.  The breadth also precluded meta-analysis 

which limits the evidence regarding the influence of specific mediators.   

In accessing such a broad section of papers replication of this review could be time-

consuming and problematic.  Further search terms could be added to reduce researcher 

burden.  In addition, the assessment tool, although based on previous work, was untested 

prior to this paper raising questions over validity. Ratings may have benefitted from the 

weighting of items central to mediation to assist in comparisons.  Future work may be 

required to form a consensus regarding essential features of designs which could be given 

additional weighting. In addition, only a percentage of papers were reviewed by another 

author, raising an issue of potential bias.  A lack of translation resource narrowed the cultural 

scope of this review.  Specifying CBT and ACT as treatments may have narrowed the scope.  

As they arise from a similar theoretical tradition this may have limited the potential range of 

mediators.  The inclusion of mindfulness-based treatment and purely behavioural 

interventions may have added new variables of interest.   
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Summary 

Mediation has the potential to identify important treatment variables indicating how 

treatments work.  There has been a growing consensus as to the methodological constituents 

that represent gold standard practice in evidencing mediation.  Research is in its infancy in 

taking up such practice and RCT designs need to be evolved further to consider mediation.  

There is emerging and consistent evidence that psychological factors such as 

catastrophization and psychological flexibility may mediate disability outcomes in chronic 

pain treatment.  Influences are not confined to specific treatments indicating these may be 

important variables across treatments. Theoretical models should be developed to consider 

the pattern of influence of universal elements to inform future research.   

There is a clear necessity for future research that employs mediation as its core objective.  As 

physical interventions and social factors show evidence of influence, a wider range of 

mediators require further assessment to ascertain the important elements of treatment.  A 

greater range of research designs needs to be employed to indicate the most effective 

components of treatment and the influence of potential contextual factors to improve 

outcomes.  
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Glossary of terms 

 

Disability: For the present study disability reflects the extent to which pain limits an 

individual’s ability to physically engage in day to day activities (i.e. their physical 

functioning).  

De-conditioning: Deterioration of fitness, cardiovascular and musculoskeletal strength as a 

result of low activity levels. 

Imagery Re-scripting: An experiential technique that utilises visualisation to assist patients 

to change the content of negative imagery (past, present, or future events) to more benign 

forms. 

Kinesiophobia/fear of (re-)injury: An excessive and irrational fear of physical movement 

and activity resulting from a perceived vulnerability due to pain. 

Motivative augmental: A private event (in this case an image) that enhances the reinforcing 

properties of an existing stimulus.  Pain already encourages avoidance.  Pain images may 

increase the unpleasantness of pain thereby increasing levels of avoidance. 

Pain Acceptance: The process of giving up struggle with pain, and learning to live life 

despite being in pain. 

Pain Catastrophization: A tendency to describe pain in exaggerated terms than would 

normally be the case, to ruminate on pain and its consequences more, and to feel helpless 

regarding the experience of pain. 

Pain Unpleasantness: The way in which pain is experienced emotionally characterised by 

terms such as fearful/ terrifying which reflect pain as an unpleasant experience. 
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Abstract 

 

New treatment ideas are required to improve disability outcomes for psychological treatment 

for chronic pain.  Pain-related images are associated with disability in chronic pain 

indicating re-scripting of such imagery may be beneficial.  AB phase single case experiments 

tested the impact of a single re-scripting session on activity level and related variables of 

pain catastrophization and pain unpleasantness.  Five chronic pain patients kept baseline and 

intervention phase diaries with data assessed using visual analysis and simulation modelling 

analysis.  Activity level reduced for three participants compared to baseline with other 

variables showing variable change with little consistency across participants. Pre-post 

measures were assessed using a reliable change index.  Scores indicated positive change in at 

least one measure for three participants.  Change in variables provides initial evidence for the 

use of re-scripting with treatment seeking chronic pain patients.  However, replication is 

required to increase evidence.  Further recommendations for future research are discussed. 

 

Perspective 

 

The article presents some initial support for the use of imagery re-scripting as a technique 

with chronic pain patients.  This technique may be a useful addition to current psychological 

treatments for chronic pain.  However, due to inconsistencies in results further research is 

needed to evaluate the technique. 

Key Words 

Chronic pain; imagery; disability; single case experiments; pain unpleasantness; pain 

catastrophization; fear of (re)injury. 
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Introduction 

From its inception, cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) has recognised the role of mental 

imagery, with visual cognitions theorized to generate emotional shift (Beck, 1976). Despite 

this, it is only comparatively recently that specific treatments regarding images have been 

collated and assessed (see Hirsch & Holmes, 2007).  Stand-alone imagery interventions have 

proved efficacious in conditions such as agoraphobia (Day et al., 2004) and depression 

(Brewin et al., 2009), and may be effective across conditions.   

Chronic pain may be one such area.  Chronic pain is defined as being continuous, long-term 

pain lasting more than twelve weeks (Field & Swarm, 2008).  Beyond such temporal 

classification, pain is a highly subjective experience that is challenging to understand.  As 

such, treatments focus on meaningful individual functioning rather than pain reduction 

(Vowles & Thompson, 2011).  Historically, imagery techniques have formed part of 

treatment.  However, they have primarily focussed on relaxation and pain relief through the 

use of set scripts (e.g. Lewandowski et al., 2011).  Such techniques may not address the 

idiosyncratic meanings associated with patients’ pain imagery (e.g. Gosden et al., 2014).  

Exploration of both the meaning and impact of pain imagery may provide rich information 

regarding important psychological factors in chronic pain.  This would assist treatment 

planning as well as providing a direct target for intervention. 

It is generally accepted that psychological factors influence disability outcomes in chronic 

pain (McCracken & Samuel, 2007). However, psychological treatments such as CBT and 

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) yield only small to moderate effects on 

disability (Williams et al., 2012).  Disability relates to an individual’s functional ability to 

physically engage in tasks of day to day living.  This matters as patient perceptions of 

improvement following psychological treatment are related to their levels of day to day 

physical functioning (Scott & McCracken, 2015).  

Imagery re-scripting interventions, where patients are assisted in transforming emotionally 

meaningful images into more benign forms, shows promise as an individually tailored 

imagery treatment that could be added to existing CBT or ACT interventions (Philips & 

Samson, 2012).  However, more evidence is required.  Experimental case series designs are a 

useful tool in providing initial experimental evidence for the effectiveness of such new 

interventions.  
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Why target imagery? 

In clinical populations mental images can be intrusive, spontaneous, and have repetitive clear 

content (Holmes et al., 2007).  They are defined as multi-sensory and may take auditory, 

olfactory, and kinesthetic forms as well as visual (Kosslyn et al., 2001).  These images can 

be emotionally distressing for patients (Gosden et al., 2014) and possess an immediacy, 

completeness, and captivation of attention that verbal cognition lacks (Holmes et al., 2008a).  

Experimental investigation indicates greater emotional response to visual compared to verbal 

thought (Holmes et al., 2009).   

Mental imagery is considered to activate associative networks of shared information that 

overlap those activated during actual presentation of a stimulus (Lang, 1979).  These 

networks consist of perceptual, sematic, and somatovisceral information (what it is 

physically like to encounter the stimulus) alongside activation of preparatory bodily 

responses (Ji et al., 2016).  Imagining experiences lead to bodily responses as if they are 

happening in reality. For example, the imagining of specific foods leads to saliva production 

and satiation effects specific to that food (Morewedge et al., 2010).   

In having such physical effects, mental imagery can produce a conditioned response (Lewis 

et al., 2013).  Through such processes pain related imagery may foster disability and provide 

a barrier to engagement with physical treatment. In particular, if images frequently concern a 

negative future they may evoke aversive physical and emotional responses which influence 

decision making in the present leading to increased avoidance (Philips & Samson, 2012). 

Imagery also seems to be a natural coping response to pain.  In experimental studies, 

participants have reported using positive mental imagery to cope with pain without being 

instructed to do so (Hackett & Horan, 1980).  During injury rehabilitation, athletes who used 

positive imagery displayed increased task efficacy and better coping with pain (Wesch et al., 

2016).  If images with a negative emotional valence are common in chronic pain then 

altering these images may prove beneficial to outcomes (Berna et al., 2012).   
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Imagery in pain, prevalence, and characteristics 

Prevalence rates of imagery in pain patients have varied from 24% (Gillanders et al., 2012) 

to 78% (Philips, 2011).  Patients are often only minimally aware of the images they 

experience, and emotional themes in pain imagery may concern shame (Berna et al., 2011).  

Therefore, patients may be unaware of, or resistant to, experiencing their pain images.  The 

use of interview methodologies allowing for follow-up questions may have elicited higher 

rates for Philips (2011). 

Themes identified within identified pain imagery literature often concern the body, being 

attacked, and future catastrophe.  Gosden et al. (2014) found five themes within pain 

imagery: sensory qualities of pain; anatomical representations; pain as a defined object; pain 

as an attacker; and pain as an abstract concept.  In addition, Philips (2011) found a 

consistency in images reflecting threatening appraisals of the future which may represent 

catastrophic interpretations of pain and its consequences. 

Recent qualitative assessment of both verbal and drawn representations of pain-related 

images (Philips et al., 2015) indicated three categories consistent with previous work 

(Gosden et al., 2014; Philips, 2011):  pain as an attacker (threat and dominance); the nature 

of pain (sensory aspects); and the impact of pain (identify and self-efficacy).  Notions of 

threat, helplessness in the face of pain, sensory qualities and consequences of pain, both 

immediate and long term to important life goals, appear common across all studies 

examining pain imagery.  Images may represent beliefs regarding the cause and 

consequences of pain and an individual’s ability to persist in the face of pain.  Work with 

images may be an efficient way of changing unhelpful beliefs. 

 

The Impact of Imagery on Pain 

Research regarding the influence of imagery on the experience of pain is in its infancy.  

However, images appear linked to cognitive and emotional responses.  Experimentally, the 

induction of pain imagery has contributed to increases in depressive affect (Berna et al., 

2012), perceived pain (Kirk & Johoda, 2009), and anxiety (Philips & Samson, 2012).  Cross-

sectional data indicates those who experience images report higher distress than non-imagers 

(Gillanders et al., 2012).  Such factors could inform adjustment to pain.  Indeed, in 

treatment-seeking populations the presence of pain imagery is linked to increased levels of 

depression and pain catastrophization (Potter, 2007).  
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Pain patients report pain images as occurring highly frequently, and interfering with 

engagement in daily activities (Gosden et al., 2014).  This frequency was associated with the 

affective scale of the McGill Pain Questionnaire short form (MPQ-SF; Melzack, 1987). This 

scale assesses the ‘unpleasantness’ of the pain. Potentially pain related imagery may increase 

the negative emotional experience of pain.  This effect may be cumulative so that increasing 

experience of images causes pain to become more aversive.  Indeed, chronic pain patients 

report more pain from image inductions than acute pain patients (Philips, 2011).  However, 

despite links to pain intensity and activity interference the presence of pain imagery has not 

been associated with significantly increased disability (Gosden et al., 2014).   

This is surprising given associations between disability and factors identified in pain imagery 

such as catastrophization (Edwards et al., 2006), depression (Turk et al., 1996) and fear 

(Crombez et al., 1999).  The influence of pain-related imagery on outcomes appears 

complex, perhaps proving a barrier to development of treatment techniques.  In 

understanding patterns of influence for treatment, cognitive models have looked at imagery 

in terms of both content and function.   

 

Models of Pain Imagery: Content of Image 

The cognitive behavioural viewpoint is grounded in the fear-avoidance model of chronic 

pain (Vlaeyen & Linton, 2000).  Images are believed to act similarly to verbal cognition in 

representing threat based, sometimes catastrophic, beliefs about the self and pain (Brewin et 

al., 2010).  These images drive fear and avoidance leading to de-conditioning, loss of 

motivation, and subsequent disability (Jemani & Clyde, 2008).  Within pain research 

catastrophization was initially conceived as an exaggerated negative mind-set in response to 

pain, with elements of helplessness, rumination, magnification (Sullivan et al., 2001). 

Helplessness is common in pain themes (Philips, 2011) suggesting images may in part reflect 

catastrophization offering support for this cognitive model regarding disability.  

However, the picture may not be this simplistic.  In a study of the relationships between pain, 

acceptance, catastrophization, distress and disability Gillanders et al. (2012) found 

catastrophization mediated the relationship between pain and distress; but not pain and 

disability.  Therefore catastrophization and distress may not necessarily lead to disability, 

perhaps accounting for the lack of association found by Gosden et al. (2014).  However, 

Cognitive content does appear important, with illness representations regarding the 

consequences of pain, a theme in images, mediating relationships between pain and 
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disability levels (Gillanders et al., 2012).  Images could potentially cross over this divide to 

influence both distress and disability. As such, pain images may not necessarily just 

represent catastrophization.   

Sullivan (2012) has indicated that catastrophization may actually be a feature of 

interpersonal interactions serving a social communicative function.  Pain images may 

function to highlight feared inter-personal changes and drive pain-related behaviour to obtain 

care and reassurance within relationships.  Catastrophization may have an effect through this 

process rather than cognitive content and meaning.  A sense of isolation and identity within 

themes would support this inter-personal view.  However, to date research has stressed the 

cognitive model with pain images viewed as representing catastrophic content rather than 

inter-personal contextual elements (Philips, 2011; Philips & Samson, 2012). 

 

Models of Pain: Function of Image 

An alternative focus may be on the functional purpose of pain imagery.  In bipolar disorder, 

Holmes et al. (2008b) suggest images may act as an ‘emotional amplifier’ driving certain 

behaviours.  This theory may apply within chronic pain.  An internal sensation (pain) leads 

to the generation of emotionally charged pain images. These heighten physiological 

responses (Vrana et al, 1986), which, in turn, increase tension and pain.  This could make 

pain a more aversive and unpleasant experience, driving the individual towards avoidant 

strategies thereby increasing disability.  Gustin et al. (2010) indicated this may be possible 

finding that imagining movement in a specific limb increases perceived pain in that limb.   

The fact that pain unpleasantness is associated with frequency of pain imagery (Gosden et 

al., 2014) further indicates this idea is worth exploration.  The authors suggest imagery may 

act as a ‘motivational augmentive’, an internal event which enhances the reinforcing 

properties of a pre-existing stimulus, increasing the likelihood of behaviours such as 

avoidance.  The image is experienced ‘as if’ actually happening, and the body responds 

accordingly worsening the experience (Ji et al., 2016).  Perhaps the cognitive content of the 

imagery is less important than the aversive physical and emotional experience of pain. 

Being ‘unwilling’ to experience pain may be an important factor in fostering physical 

disability.  Indeed, the effect of pain catastrophization on physical functioning has been 

found to be mediated by pain acceptance (Vowles et al., 2008).  Acceptance is viewed as a 

quality of behaviour, it involves making a choice to acknowledge pain experience (physical, 
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emotional and cognitive), cease efforts to control or remove this experience and 

simultaneously engage in an important activity (Gillanders et al., 2012).  Acceptance is 

associated with decreased anxiety, disability, and avoidance behaviour (McCraken, 1998).  

Acceptance also mediates the relationship between pain and disability where pain 

catastrophization does not (Gillanders et al., 2012).  In increasing the aversive nature of pain 

imagery may also lower acceptance.  Catastrophization may have its effects through this 

process.  

However, elements of cognitive content also mediated disability.  Acceptance may help to 

predict activity but it is likely that individuals will have predictions (including through 

imagery) about the result of that activity (Gillanders et al., 2012).  Therefore, it is extremely 

difficult to separate out factors when studying chronic pain.  Processes around distress, 

acceptance and cognitive content may occur simultaneously, and all influence disability.  

Pain related images may influence all of these processes through both content and contextual 

factors.  Work is required to identify the effectiveness of imagery work on disability 

outcomes and across pain variables.  

 

Re-scripting: A way of working with pain imagery 

Imagery could potentially benefit chronic pain populations as it can provide a place of safety 

and security in the mind, encouraging confrontation of feared situations (Carpenter et al., 

2016).  Invoking positive or safe imagery has traditionally relied upon using set scripts and 

recordings (Berna et al., 2012).  However, some scripts may produce negative emotions, or 

trigger spontaneous negative imagery.  Fibromyalgia patients who imagined their 

physiological system working positively for them actually experienced an increase in pain 

(Fors et al., 2002).  In addition, the emotional potency of imagery has not habituated in 

experimental studies (Philips & Samson, 2012) suggesting exposure based treatments may 

be limited. 

Imagery re-scripting is a more individualistic way of working with pain imagery.  In re-

scripting the meaning of images is explored, and the image mentally altered to change the 

content and meaning.  The patient is then asked to bring the pain-related image to mind as 

vividly as possible, and then to picture the events in the image changing in the direction 

desired (Arntz, 2012).  Such techniques may capture and alter implicit beliefs regarding pain 

and prognosis that are difficult to verbalise (Gillanders et al., 2012; Philips, 2015). 
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Work with re-scripting has focused on problematic memories in anxiety disorders (see Arntz, 

2012 for review) and depression (e.g. Wheatley & Hackmann, 2011).  As anxiety and 

sensory factors are important with respect to pain (Berna et al., 2012) effects may translate to 

pain patients.  In addition, re-scripting has been observed to ‘boost’ the extinction process in 

anxiety treatment resulting in less ‘return of fear’ when presented with an unconditioned 

stimulus (Dibbets et al., 2012).  This is taken as a sign that the meaning, and function, of the 

image is altered by re-scripting, resulting in long-standing change (Arntz, 2012).  In 

dismantling studies it has shown utility as a stand-alone treatment even over a single session 

(Wild et al., 2007).  This highlights the technique has an effect on its own.  However, it has 

manly be used as part of broader cognitive behavioural treatment protocols for a variety of 

psychological problems (e.g. social anxiety).  Given the cognitive basis of much 

psychological treatment for pain, the evidence of efficacy, and its common use in other areas 

of treatment, re-scripting could easily be added to existing treatments and delivered by 

existing psychological staff.   

Re-scripting has shown preliminary promise in chronic pain patients undergoing pain 

management.  Comparing ‘pain imagers’ who re-scripted images to those who recalled their 

original pain image Philips and Samson (2012) found reductions in anxiety and pain 

intensity.  Effects occurred over just three practices of the re-scripting procedure.  At the 

same time, the emotional impact of recalling an original pain image increased, indicating 

repeated experiences of pain imagery increases its effects. Anecdotally, pain clinicians noted 

better engagement in physical rehabilitation post re-scripting procedure (Philips and Samson, 

2012) suggesting the usefulness of integrating re-scripting with existing treatment.   

 

Single Case Designs 

Single-case experiments using AB phase designs (comparing a baseline control phase, A, to 

a treatment phase, B) are an efficient way of assessing the impact of treatment components. 

They are experimental rather than descriptive, and evidence causal relationships between 

independent and dependent variables (Horner et al., 2005).  They allow flexibility and 

generation of evidence without the timescale, recruitment, and cost required for group 

designs (Smith, 2012).  Therefore, such designs are well suited to demonstrate the 

preliminary efficacy of interventions (Rounsaville et al., 2001).  This approach can extend 

the work of Philips and Samson (2012) by testing day to day effects of re-scripting.   
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Variables are measured over a period of several days and re-scripting is then introduced as a 

technique.  Following this treatment, the same variables are assessed over a number of days.  

Use of daily ratings reduces biases related to retrospective assessment, and dairies assessing 

daily averages in dependent variables are frequently used (Bolger et al., 2003).  If changes 

across phases are replicable across multiple participants evidence regarding potential causal 

variables is generated increasing external validity (Dallery et al., 2013).  As participants are 

studied intensively over time such designs have high internal validity.  

Given the complexity of the pattern of variables in chronic pain, such designs could help 

illuminate whether important variables are changed by re-scripting interventions, and 

whether daily behaviour is altered. Such effects, if shown, would indicate re-scripting as a 

valuable addition to existing pain management programmes.  Daily diary methods are well 

suited to measuring behavioural outcomes with multiple measurement and are well 

established in chronic pain (e.g. de Jong et al., 2012).  Previous diary studies have shown 

that outside of treatment variables of interest such as pain catastrophizing remains stable 

over time (Turner et al., 2004) and that such measures are sensitive to changes in disability 

over time (Vangronsveld et al., 2009).   

To ensure rigour a variety of guidelines exist concerning methodological quality in single 

case research (Smith, 2012).  Consistent criteria include well-defined treatments and the 

contexts under which they are delivered, assessment of treatment adherence, reliable 

measurement of dependent variables, multiple measurements during baseline and 

intervention phases and at least three data points in each phase. 

This study will use diary ratings in a single case experimental design to investigate whether 

re-scripting of a pain image changes daily ratings of pain catastrophization, unpleasantness 

of pain, and activity levels/disability.  Additional evidence will be provided by change in 

pre-post intervention scores on reliable and clinical change indexes (Jacobson & Truax, 

1991).  This method compares the alteration in the individual to norms for the population 

from which they were drawn.  This is a useful method in assessing individual cases, 

providing evidence of effectiveness. 
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Hypotheses 

The primary objective of this study is to assess the effect of re-scripting on outcomes related 

to disability in the psychological treatment of pain, including pain intensity, anxiety, 

depression, activity engagement and fear of (re)-injury.  However, given theoretical links 

three specific hypotheses are made.   

If themes regarding catastrophization and helplessness are a feature of imagery, then 

successful re-scripting should result in lower daily levels of pain catastrophization 

If images function as a motivative augmental via unpleasantness of pain, then successful re-

scripting should result in lower daily levels of pain unpleasantness. 

If these variables are altered by the re-scripting procedure then we hypothesise a concurrent 

increase in activity levels, indicating a shift in disability. 
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Methods 

 

Design and procedure 

 

A replicated single case experimental design (A: baseline; B: intervention) was used.  Phase 

durations were chosen to ensure no other treatments commenced during the participants’ 

time in the study, and to allow accurate estimation of autocorrelation within Simulation 

Modelling Analysis (Brockardt et al., 2008).  Participants maintained daily diaries for a five-

day baseline, followed by a single imagery re-scripting intervention session.  The same diary 

was kept for a nine-day intervention phase.  Ethical approval for the study was provided by a 

local NHS Research Ethics Committee (reference 16/SS/0093; Appendix 2.0). 

 

A semi-structured interview (based on Philips, 2011) was utilised to collect demographic 

data related to age, sex, and duration of pain.  Images were identified and rated for levels of 

anxiety and pain when experienced.  A main target image selected by the participant was 

assessed to check if it complied with themes that emerged from Gosden et al. (2014).  Future 

catastrophe was added to these themes, given the consistency of findings in previous studies 

(Philips, 2011; Philips & Samson, 2012). 

 

The lead researcher conducted the single intervention session.  He is a CBT therapist who is 

registered with the British Association of Behavioural and Cognitive Psychotherapists 

(BABCP).  He is currently undergoing doctoral training in Clinical Psychology.  In addition, 

he has undertaken specific training in imagery techniques with Dr Helen Kennerly and has 

over four years of experience in using such techniques within clinical practice. 

 

The selected image was induced, its meaning explored, followed by an exploration of the 

way the image could be meaningfully transformed into something more benign.  The image 

was induced again, but this time, with each passing breath, the participants were instructed to 

imagine changing the image in the way had agreed upon previously.  A CD recording of the 

transformation was provided to the participants for home practice sessions during the 

intervention phase. They were also requested to attempt the agreed upon re-script should the 

selected image arise spontaneously. At the final de-briefing session, the experience of the 

intervention was explored. A full outline of the procedure is presented in Appendix 2.5. 
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Inclusion/ exclusion criteria 

 

Patients referred to multidisciplinary NHS pain management services within NHS Fife and 

NHS Forth Valley were eligible to participate, if they were between 18 and 65 of age and 

had experienced some muscoluskeletal pain for at least 6 months.  In addition, patients had 

to indicate the presence of imagery during pain management assessment, or use visual 

language in relation to pain.  Assessing clinicians were prompted to ask questions 

specifically regarding the images if patients used terms such as “stabbing, crumbling and 

burning” to describe the pain.  Patients were excluded on the basis of having pain related to 

malignant illnesses, such as cancer.  Other exclusion criteria were: diagnosis of a severe and 

enduring mental health condition or persisting substance misuse problems; the diagnosis of 

intellectual disability; ongoing engagement in psychological therapy; and cases wherein 

English was not the patients’ principal language. 

 

Participants 

 

A total of 13 chronic pain patients were referred to the study.  Five declined to participate 

following the referral, and three dropped out after the initial assessment interview.  Reasons 

for drop out were; family difficulties (N = 1), transportation (N = 1), and disinclination to 

comment (N = 1).  Five participants completed both phases, providing sufficient data for 

analysis.  Mean age was 50.8 years, with the mean duration of pain being 9.8 years.  All 

participants received care as planned with their local pain management service, including 

psychological input, following their participation. 

 

Pre- and post-measures 

 

Pre- and post-quantitative measures were taken at intake and exit sessions. In assessing the 

internal consistency of scales and diary measures, a commonly accepted rule of thumb was 

adopted, with alpha (α) over 0.9 considered excellent, over 0.8 considered good, over 0.7 

acceptable, between 0.6 and 0.7 questionable, and anything below that rated as poor (De 

Vellis, 2012). 
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Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) (Sullivan et al., 1995) 

 

The PCS is a 13-item scale measuring an individual’s mindset towards pain across three 

subscales: rumination, magnification, and helplessness.  It has been extensively used in 

examining catastrophizing in pain populations (Sullivan et al., 2001; Turner et al., 2004).  It 

has been shown to have good internal consistency (α = 0.87), reliability, and validity for 

clinical samples (Sullivan et al., 1995). 

 

Photograph Series of Daily Activities Short Electronic Version (PHODA-sev) 

(Leeuw et al., 2007) 

 

The PHODA-sev assesses fear of movement/re-injury.  The test consists of a series of 40 

pictures, which depict daily activities.  Participants are asked to mentally picture engaging in 

each activity and rate the degree of harm expected.  The PHODA-sev has excellent test-retest 

reliability and internal consistency (α = 0.98) in back pain populations (Leeuw et al., 2007).  

The PHODA-sev also correlates with behavioural tests of activity avoidance (e.g. Trost et 

al., 2009).  The PHODA-sev therefore, provides a good estimation of willingness to engage 

in day-to-day physical activity. 

 

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) (Zigmund & Snaith, 1983) 

 

The HADS is a 14-item measure of depression and anxiety.  It has been widely used in 

healthcare settings and is appropriate for a pain population, as it avoids the use of somatic 

items that could be confused with pain symptomology.  It has shown good reliability, 

sensitivity, and specificity for pain populations (Bjelland et al., 2002). 

 

Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire (CPAQ) (McCracken et al., 2004) 

 

The CPAQ is a 20-item measure of acceptance of chronic pain, with two subscales: activity 

engagement and pain willingness. The activity engagement subscale is assessed for the 

purposes of the present study, as it reflects self-reported engagement in daily activity.  The 

CPAQ has been reported to have adequate consistency and reliability (α = 0.78–0.82) 

(McCracken et al., 2004).  Studies relating to pain populations indicate the CPQA is 
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correlated with measures of emotional distress and daily functioning (McCracken et al., 

2004). 

 

Short-Form McGill Pain Questionnaire-2 (SF-MPQ-2) (Dworkin et al., 2009) 

The SF-MPQ-2 is a 22-item scale used to assess all types of pain, including neuropathic 

pain.  Each item represents a different quality of pain, including a subscale concerning the 

affective or unpleasantness of pain.  Items are rated on a 0–10 numerical rating scale (NRS).  

The SF-MPQ-2 has shown adequate internal consistency and reliability for pain populations 

(α = 0.77 to 0.93) (Dworkin et al., 2015), and responsiveness to interventions (e.g. Curtis et 

al., 2011).  The affective subscale has displayed excellent internal consistency and reliability 

(α = 0.93) (Dworkin et al., 2015). 

 

Diary 

 

End-of-day paper diaries (Appendices 2.3; 2.4) were used to assess frequency and vividness 

of pain imagery, catastrophization, unpleasantness of pain, level of activity and degree of 

pain, anxiety, and low mood.  Reliability of daily activity, catastrophization and pain 

unpleasantness measures was assessed on day 3 of the baseline phase.  Personally 

meaningful anchor points for anxiety, pain, low mood, and each domain of activity were 

derived during the participant interviews. 

 

Pain, anxiety, and low mood 

 

Daily levels of pain, anxiety, and low mood were assessed using a 0–10 NRS, with 10 as the 

highest level and 0 as the lowest. 

 

Pain unpleasantness 

 

The affective subscale of the SF-MPQ-2 was used to assess the daily unpleasantness of pain.  

Pain is rated between 0 (none) and 10 (worst) on qualities of pain: tiring/exhausting; 

sickening/suffocating; fearful/terrifying; and punishing/cruel.  Reliability was good 

(Cronbach’s alpha ɑ = 0.86). 
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Pain catastrophization 

 

Three items reflecting pain catastrophization were derived from the PCS; phrasings were 

altered in order to reflect daily measurement, with one question taken from each subscale.  

This method has been used successfully for the Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia (Miller et al., 

1991) in previous daily diary pain studies (Vangronsveld et al., 2009).  Reliability was 

excellent (Cronbach’s alpha ɑ = 0.96). 

 

Level of activity/ disability 

 

Daily activity was assessed using 0–10 NRS ratings of activity in six domains.  These 

domains were drawn from the Pain Disability Index (PDI) (Tait et al., 1990).  This measure 

of disability has shown a good internal consistency and reliability (α = 0.86) and validity for 

pain populations (Tait et al., 1990).  It assesses disability across six domains: family/home 

responsibilities; recreation; social activity; occupation (including any voluntary work), 

sexual behaviour; self-care; and life-support activity (e.g. eating and sleeping). 

 

Due to an error, both Andy and Betty received baseline diaries that omitted the self-care and 

life support domains.  Therefore, to ensure consistency, these versions were continued during 

the intervention phase.  Given the need for daily assessment, the sexual behaviour domain 

was omitted from the diary in order to preserve confidentiality.  Reliability level was below 

satisfactory (Cronbach’s alpha ɑ = 0.47). 

 

Analysis 

 

Intervention check 

 

Adherence to daily practice was recorded using the diaries.  Post-experiment interviews 

contained questions regarding the experience of practice and altering of any spontaneous 

pain-related images.  Adherence to visual thinking during practice was assessed using a 

visual 0–10 scale (0 being thinking purely in words during practice and 10 being thinking 

completely in images during practice).  A mean of at least 5 was considered acceptable for 

participant control over the application of the intervention. 
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Treatment fidelity may be further enhanced by having session recordings reviewed by an 

independent clinician experienced in re-scripting techniques.  Assessment may encompass 

key components of the intervention and its delivery such as pacing, elicitation and 

exploration of the image, and clarity of language.  Well delivered treatment would increase 

confidence in the validity of the intervention.  Due to a lack of availability such fidelity 

checks were not possible during the intervention period.  However, this option may be re-

visited in future. 

 

Visual analysis 

Potential treatment effects were examined using Visual analysis of the diary data.  Data 

within and across baseline and intervention phases for each participant were analysed via the 

key features of graphic displays: (i) level; (ii) variability; (iii) trend; (iv) immediacy of 

effect; and (v) overlap (Kratochwill et al., 2010).  Data was presented in sets of two-line 

graphs for each variable by the participant, generated using the R programme, version 2.15.3 

(R Core Team, 2013).  One graph represents level and variability, the other graph indicates 

any trend.  Tables are used to present all other data. 

 

Level refers to the median within each phase and variability to the range or deviation.  

Medians are utilised to reduce sensitivity to outliers. Variability is further assessed through 

the use of a stability envelope of ± 20% of the median (Lane & Gast, 2014), with stability set 

as 80% of data points being within this envelope.  Trend refers to the approximate slope of 

each phase, represented by ordinary least squares regression lines (OLS).  The immediacy of 

any effect is assessed using relative level change (median of first half phase B – median of 

second half of phase A) (Lane & Gast, 2014). Overlap refers to the number of data points 

that overlap across phases, a higher percentage of non-overlapping data (PND) is indicative 

of a larger intervention effects. 

 

Indications of a positive effect are baseline in a stable or opposite direction to the predicted 

effect of the imagery intervention, indications of level change between phases in the 

predicted direction of the intervention, replication of such effects across participants.  In 

addition, a PND of 90% indicates very effective treatment, 70%–89% effective treatment 

and between 50%–70% questionable effectiveness (Scruggs & Mastropieri, 2013).    
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Statistical analysis of change between phases 

 

Simulation Modelling Analysis (SMA) was used to assess the statistical significance of 

change between phases.  SMA (Brockardt et al., 2008) is a variant of bootstrapping 

methodologies.  Spearman’s Rho correlations are taken between baseline and intervention 

phases (separate analyses for each intervention) to gauge effect size.  Autocorrelation can 

generate large effects increasing the chances of error, therefore autocorrelation is calculated 

and corrected for.  This data is then used to generate a large number of simulated data sets 

drawn from a known null distribution of data sets with the same autocorrelations and 

numbers of observations.  The likelihood of different effect sizes given the specified 

autocorrelation and observations and probability that the obtained effect size is occurring by 

chance are calculated.  This method provides power and statistical evidence of change with 

low numbers of data points (Brockardt et al., 2008).  The analysis is conducted using the 

programme SMA version 8.3.3 (Brockardt, 2006). 

 

Change in pre-post measures 

 

Reliable Change Index (RCI) and Clinically Significant Change Index (CSC) scores were 

calculated for both the HADS and the Pain Catastrophizing Scale. An RCI score indicates if 

the magnitude of the recorded change is greater than that that can be explained by errors of 

measurement.  The CSC score indicates whether the change recorded is large enough to be 

clinically relevant.  This process is based on Jacobson and Truax (1991).  The Leeds Reliable 

Change Index Calculator (LRCIC; Agostinis, Morely & Dowzer, 2008) provides 

calculations.  The LRCIC is an automated Excel file into which pre- and post-scores are 

inputted along with means and standard deviations (SDs) for clinical, and if available, non-

clinical samples. 

 

One of three statistical criteria is then selected for the comparison.  Criterion a, the level of 

functioning should fall outside the range (more than 1.96 SDs) of the clinical population 

following the intervention, was selected as non-clinical population data is not available for 

the PHODA-sev and SF-MPQ-2.  As lower back pain was common to all participants, 

clinical population data is drawn from PHODA-sev, Leeuw et al., (2007); PCS, Gillanders et 

al., (2012); CPAQ Activity Engagement, Vowles et al. (2008); SF-MPG-2, Dworkin et al., 

(2015); and HADS, Baird and Sheffield (2016). 
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Results 

Demographics  

 

All names are changed to preserve anonymity.  All participants reported more than one pain 

image, with recall of the main image having an immediate impact on levels of pain and 

anxiety (Table 1).  Re-script of this image resulted in immediate reductions in both variables.   

Participants were generally highly distressed and experiencing a lot of pain (Table 2). HADS 

scores, with the exception of Elaine, were at least one standard deviation above the mean of 

a previous UK chronic pain sample [Gillanders et al., 2013 mean (SD) = 17.2 (8.50)]. 

Symptoms of pain were elevated compared to previous pain samples assessed using the SF-

MPQ-2 [Dworkin et al., 2015; mean (SD) = 4.2 (2.0)].  Scores were also comparatively 

elevated for catastrophization (all participants were above 75
th

 percentile at intake, Sullivan 

et al., 2001); and fear avoidance (PHODA-SeV mean (SD) = 46.2 (21.34) in lower back pain 

populations, Leeuw et al., 2007).  No participant evidenced signs of post-traumatic stress 

disorder with onset of pain universally described as an escalating process over time. 

All 5 participants returned completed diaries for both baseline and intervention period.  The 

percentage of missing data was low (7.9 %), resulting from Dave missing three non-

consecutive days of intervention phase diaries.  Data was replaced by estimation 

maximisation to allow for full analysis. Intervention phase data was used for replacement to 

avoid over influence of baseline phase data.  No additional treatments were applied during 

either phase, and medication use remained constant. No unusual events that would require 

increased activity were reported during either phase. 
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Table 1: Demographics 

Participant Age Sex (M = 

Male; F 

= 

Female) 

Duration 

Since 

onset of 

Pain 

(years) 

Participant 

reported causes of 

Pain 

Nature of 

Pain 

No. of 

Pain-

related 

images 

Pain (0-

10) on 

recall of 

image 

Pain (0–10_ 

After re-

scripting of 

image 

Anxiety (0–

10) on recall 

of image 

Anxiety (0–10 

After re-

scripting of 

image 

Andy 57 M 4 Repetitive 

occupational strain 

CLBP; 

Arthritis 

 

2 10 6 10 6 

Betty 54 F 7 Occupational 

strain; type 2 

diabetes 

CLBP; 

Neuropathic 

pain 

 

2 9 7 9 6 

Carol 33 F 16 Childhood illness 

and treatments 

CLBP; 

Fibromyalgia 

 

3 9 5 8 5 

Dave 52 M 5 Twisting injury at 

home: minor 

accident 

 

CLBP 3 10 7 10 6 

Elaine 58 F 17 Arthritis, wear and 

tear 

CLBP; 

Arthritis 

2 10 6 10 6 

Abbreviations - CLBP: Chronic Lower Back Pain 
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Table 2: Intake Questionnaire Scores 

Participant HADS total PCS at intake PHODA-SeV at 

intake 

CPAQ Activity 

Engagement at 

intake 

SF-MPQ-2 

Andy 36 47 91.9 20 7.7 

 

Betty 32 40 96.6 24 8.1 

 

Carol 37 45 46.5 18 4.0 

 

Dave 29 50 71.6 25 7.6 

 

Elaine 24 51 96.8 25 8.9 
 

Abbreviations - HADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; PCS: Pain Catastrophization Scale; PHODA-Sev: Photograph Series of Daily 

Activities: short version; CPAQ: Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire; SF-MPQ-2; Short Form McGill Pain Questionnaire 2 
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Content of main image and experiences of re-script 

 

Main pain images frequently involved the perception of pain as an attacking agent and 

invoked the immediate consequences of pain, with only one future-oriented image.  

Participants quickly developed ideas regarding transformation of their main image into a 

more benign form (Table 3) and appeared to enjoy the process.  During the process of re-

scripting, all participants reported being able to see the altered image in their mind’s eye, 

suggesting the viability of the intervention.  

Table 3: Main Pain Image and Transformation 

Participant Main Pain Image 

Described (index image) 

 

Theme(s) Transformation Performed 

Andy See future self in a 

wheelchair struggling to 

move up a ramp to the 

front door of house; wife 

looks on in scorn, does not 

help 

 

Future catastrophe Able to stand up from the 

wheelchair; progress slowly up 

the ramp on foot; wife is 

smiling and supportive, takes 

hand when I reach the door 

Betty At the end of a long stone 

wall; shadowy figure at 

the opposite end of the 

wall sets fire to it; fire 

progresses slowly along 

the wall; can feel the heat 

rising; eventually, it 

reaches and engulfs me 

Pain as an attack 

 

Sensory attributes 

of pain 

Fire is still set by the figure; 

able to see dark rain clouds 

gather in the sky; ask the 

clouds to rain, and rain starts; 

streams form along the base of 

the wall and put the fire out 

before it reaches [the 

participant]; the shadowy 

figure looks defeated, hunched 

shoulders, crouched 

 

Carol A shiny ice pick on blue 

background gripped 

tightly in male hands; seen 

from the tip up; stabbed 

into [my] shoulder and 

twisted; seems to stay in 

the shoulder for a long 

time 

 

Pain as an attack 

 

Sensory qualities 

of pain 

 

 

Image softened by making it 

more feminine;  move to a 

pink background, see woman’s 

hand; reduced aggression by 

softening grip and slowing 

movement of ice pick entering 

the shoulder 
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Table 3: Continued 

Participant Main Pain Image 

Described (index image) 

 

Theme(s) Transformation Performed 

Dave See upper leg, knee, and 

thigh in a bright spotlight; 

large silver hypodermic 

needle close to skin not 

moving, threatening to 

attack; eventually, moves 

forward sharply into skin; 

hear a popping sound as it 

enters; keeps going 

deeper, can feel it in the 

muscles of the leg; 

muscles spasm with 

tension  

 

Pain as an attack 

Sensory attributes 

of pain 

 

See leg in a spotlight, but 

muscles extremely relaxed; 

look down and needle has 

already entered; leg remains 

visibly relaxed;  spotlight 

slowly fades away on the entry 

site, till the point [the 

participant] can no longer see 

Elaine See a heat haze approach 

naked lower back; red hot 

knife blade emerges from 

the haze; rapidly thrusts 

into lower back; try to 

arch back away, but the 

blade moves in more as 

[the participant] arch 

more; feel the blade 

between vertebrae of 

spine, hot and burning; the 

blade is cruel, starts to 

move from side to side 

Pain as an attack 

 

Sensory qualities 

of pain 

 

See spine as a thick strong 

spring; as heat haze 

approaches, a thick cooling 

blanket of white cloud sweeps 

down over [my] back; knife 

cools down as it passes 

through the layer of cloud 

layer, loses its power; still 

enters back but between coils 

of spring, tolerable pain, do not 

need to arch; blade quickly 

retreats 

 

Analysis of diary data 

Data are presented by variable with two graphs for each participant.  Left-hand graphs 

represent the level of change assessed using the median, alongside the stability envelope for 

the baseline phase.  Right-hand graphs indicate trend in both phases (Figures 1 to 5). 

 

The range, relative level of change, and PND are presented for each variable in Tables 4 to 8.  

From eyeballing the data, variability appears to be generally high, with frequent over-laps in 

data points between phases.  Therefore, any conclusions regarding changes between phases 

are tentative and will require further replication. Improvement across phases is indicated 

through increases in the level of activity, and reductions in all other diary variables. 
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Andy 

Andy was visibly anxious during recall of his main image and he relaxed during the re-

scripting.  Andy reported good adherence to practice and could perceive mental images 

changing with an observed mean of 8.1 for visual thinking during practice. 

A stable baseline was not established for activity levels as a spike in activity unrelated to any 

special event was observed.  Pain unpleasantness and catastrophization did exhibit stability 

at baseline.  However, OLS regression lines and ranges within phases indicate high 

variability; therefore, results are interpreted with some caution. 

The observed level change was varied, with activity, pain intensity, anxiety and low mood in 

the predicted therapeutic direction; and catastrophization and pain unpleasantness running 

contra-therapeutically.  SMA analysis indicated that none of these changes were significant.  

However, for Andy, this appears to have appeared from the context of early gains, indicated 

by relative level change, followed by a rebound. 

Trends in Andy’s data reflect this, often running contra-therapeutically in baseline phase 

with an increasing trend following improvement during the process of intervention.  Andy 

displayed rather consistent patterns in terms of unpleasantness, pain intensity, and anxiety 

that suggest associations within these variables.  Spikes in all three variables on day 12 

coincided with a decline in activity for Andy that suggests possible links.   

Across phases, a pattern was also observed with regard to low unpleasantness, followed by a 

day of increased activity.  This spike will have influenced PND analysis; level change 

suggests potential benefit coming from the intervention.  Although PND percentages are 

low, combined with visual analysis they indicate the appearance of consistent changes early 

in the treatment, with no improvement but rather a levelling out of activity. Due to diary 

error, levels of self-care and ‘life support’ were enquired in the re-scripting session and exit 

interview.  Andy indicated no changes in either domain. 
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Table 4 - Analysis for Andy 

Variable 

 

 

Median and Range Trend Relative 

Level 

Change 

PND SMA 

(Spearman’s 

Rho) Baseline Intervention Baseline Intervention 

Activity 3 (3–25) 9 (0–10) Increasing Increasing + 6 

Improvement 

0% 0.11 p = 0.69 

Pain 

Unpleasantness 

32 (29–

37) 

33 (32–38) Increasing Increasing – 4 

Improvement 

11.1% 0.09 p = 0.82 

Pain 

Catastrophization 

28 (22–

29) 

30 (20–30) Decreasing  Increasing – 0.5 

Improvement 

22.2 

% 

0.23 p = 0.57 

Pain Level 10 (10–

10) 

8 (0–10) Stable Increasing – 6 

Improvement 

55.5% – 0.52 p =    

0.30 

Anxiety 8 (7–10) 7 (3–8) Increasing Increasing – 3.5 

Improvement 

44.4% – 0.28 p = 

0.50 

Low Mood 9 (4–10) 8 (3–10) Decreasing Increasing – 4.5 

Improvement 

55.5% – 0.44 p = 

0.34 
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ACTIVITY LEVEL PAIN UNPLEASANTNESS 

 
 

 

 

PAIN CATASTROPHIZATION 

Figure 1: Phase data: Andy 

 

 

PAIN INTENSITY ANXIETY 

Left-hand graphs 

Median Line ----------------- 

Stability Envelope  
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LOW MOOD 
  

Figure 1: Continued 
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Betty 

 

Betty was flatter in affect in comparison to Andy during the process of the image recall but 

still reported high anxiety and pain.  She reported her image as fleeting during practice.  

However, her mean of 6.2 was still indicative of adequate engagement with imagery during 

practice. Stable baselines were not established for activity, catastrophization, and low mood, 

with spikes or dips signifying that results are again presented with caution.  However, 

variability was lower for Betty compared to Andy.  

Level change indicated improvements across all variables except anxiety. SMA and PND 

analyses indicate changes were significant and positive with regard to pain unpleasantness 

and pain intensity.  The relative level of change indicates improvements took place early in 

the treatment.  However, these changes do not appear related to activity level, as Betty had a 

significant reduction in activity that was unrelated to any change in medication or unusual 

activities.  Indeed, Betty’s pattern of activity appears more closely related to 

catastrophization. 

Trends for unpleasantness and catastrophization run in the therapeutic direction, supporting 

potential therapeutic benefit.  However, other variables run contra-therapeutically. For 

anxiety and pain intensity, this may reflect a re-bound of early gains.  Betty appears to have 

experienced an increase in pain intensity during early intervention that concided with a 

levelling out of activity. This indicates the existence of potential associations between the 

variables. No distinct pattern between unpleasntaness and other variables was observed. Due 

to error in diary administration levels of self-care and ‘life support’ were enquired in the re-

scripting session and exit interview.  Betty indicated no changes in either domain. 
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Table 5: Analysis for Betty 

Variable 

 

 

Median and Range Trend Relative 

Level Change 

PND SMA 

(Spearman’s 

Rho) Baseline Intervention Baseline Intervention 

Activity 4 (3–12) 1 (0–3) Increasing Decreasing – 0.5 

Deterioration 

0% – 0.83 p = 

0.02* 

Pain 

Unpleasantness 

38 (37–

38) 

35 (32–38) Increasing Decreasing – 3 

Improvement 

88.8% – 0.72 p = 

0.02* 

Pain 

Catastrophization 

28 (26–

30) 

26 (25–27) Increasing Decreasing – 8 

Improvement 

22.2 

% 

– 0.53 p = 

0.10 

Pain Level 9 (9–10) 7 (3–10) Decreasing Increasing – 2.5 

Improvement 

88.8% – 0.81 p = 

0.005* 

Anxiety 8 (6–9) 7 (6–9) Decreasing Increasing – 1 

Improvement 

0% – 0.33 p = 

0.21 

Low Mood 8 (7–10) 7 (7–8) Decreasing Increasing – 1 

Improvement 

0% – 0.48 = 0.07 

* significant to at least p ≤ 0.05 
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ACTIVITY LEVEL PAIN UNPLESANTNESS 

 

   

PAIN CATASTROPHIZATION 

 

 

Figure 2: Phase data: Betty   

Left-hand graphs 

Median Line ----------------- 

Stability Envelope  
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PAIN INTENSITY ANXIETY 

   

 

LOW MOOD 

 

 

Figure 2: Continued 
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Carol 

Carol described herself as a visual thinker and engaged well in the intervention, recording a 

mean of 9.2 for visual thinking during practice. She grew visibly less anxious during the re-

scripting procedure and ceased moving her shoulder away from the anticipated attack of 

pain. 

Baseline stability was not achieved for activity, catastrophization, and low mood.  In 

addition, variables displayed a fluctuating pattern across both phases rendering the 

interpretation of change difficult.  Level changes were observed in the contra-therapeutic 

direction, with anxiety and pain unpleasantness being exceptions. SMA analysis indicates 

that anxiety change was significant.  The fluctuating pattern would have influenced PND 

analysis, resulting in no indication of effect. Anxiety retained a pattern of fluctuation but l. 

Trends in activity, unpleasantness, and catastrophization orient towards therapeutic direction, 

although OLS lines suggest a poor fit with the data.  Spikes in catastrophization and pain 

intensity (e.g. day 9) are associated with lower activity levels.  Lower levels in these two 

variables (e.g. day 14) were associated with higher activity levels.  Similarly to Andy, lower 

level of daily pain unpleasantness appears to precede a change in activity levels.   

However, overall level change in unpleasantness is not matched by change in activity level.  

Changes cannot be attributed to the intervention due to the level of variability observed 

across the overall patterns.  In the exit interview, Carol reported that she found it difficult to 

re-script spontaneous images; she further reported that she found the guidance of the CD 

more productive.  In spite of this, she felt more comfortable with the notion that her pain 

formed a part of her, and she felt less threatened by her pain. 
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Table 6: Analysis for Carol 

Variable 

 

 

Median and Range Trend Relative 

Level Change 

PND SMA 

(Spearman’s 

Rho) Baseline Intervention Baseline Intervention 

Activity 15 (11–

26) 

12 (9–25) Decreasing Increasing – 0.5 

Deterioration 

0% – 0.41 p = 

0.11 

Pain 

Unpleasantness 

16 (15–

22) 

15 (9–27) Increasing Decreasing – 3.5 

Improvement 

22.2% 0.02 p = 0.86 

Pain 

Catastrophization 

15 (6–

22) 

16 (7–26) Decreasing  Decreasing + 4 

Deterioration 

0% 0.13 p = 0.61 

Pain Level 5 (3–5) 6 (2–9) Stable Decreasing + 2 

Deterioration 

11.1% 0.51 p = 0.15 

Anxiety 8 (7–9) 6 (5–7) Increasing Increasing – 1.5 

Improvement 

0% – 0.61 p = 

0.05* 

Low Mood 8 (5–9) 7 (5–10) Increasing Increasing – 2 

Improvement 

0% 0.17 p = 0.50 

* significant to at least p ≤ 0.05 
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Figure 3: Phase data: Carol 
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Figure 3: Continued
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Dave 

David reacted strongly to the induction of his main image, visibly trembling and flinching 

during the process.  He became less tense and breathed more slowly during the re-scripting 

process.  In the session, he reported thinking in images but struggled more during home 

practice.  However, his mean of 5.0 was still acceptable for image-based thinking. 

Stability was not achieved for pain unpleasantness due to a steady escalation over the 

baseline.  Most measures achieved their lowest baseline point directly following the initial 

interview, indicating that this interaction could have had some effect on Dave.  Activity 

displayed a see-saw pattern, with lower levels observed during the intervention phase contra 

to therapeutic expectations; SMA analysis indicated the level change was significant.  

However, variability impacts on PND analysis resulted in a low percentage rating.  All other 

variables changed in the therapeutic direction with a relative level change indicating that the 

change took place early in treatment.  However, trends were generally progressive, 

indicating the potential for a general see-saw pattern for Dave, with decreases coinciding 

with phase change.  However, increases were less steep during the intervention phase. 

Change patterns were similar for unpleasantness, mood variables, catastrophization, and pain 

intensity.  However, unpleasantness and anxiety exhibited a reduction in range during the 

intervention phase suggesting some ‘levelling out’ of these variables, whereas 

catastrophization and pain intensity did not.  Such patterns, however, did not translate into 

positive changes in activity levels.  In the exit interview, Dave reported feeling validated by 

the initial interview session, and subsequently, hopeful following the in-session re-script.  

However, he struggled to apply and stay with the intervention during practice, experiencing a 

lot of anxiety.  Similar to Carol’s experience, Dave reported benefitting from the recording 

but struggling to re-script images, as they arose in response to pain.  
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Table 7: Analysis for Dave 

Variable 

 

 

Median and Range Trend Relative 

Level 

Change 

PND SMA 

(Spearman’s 

Rho) Baseline Intervention Baseline Intervention 

Activity 15 (11–

26) 

10 (7–13) Decreasing Stable – 4 

Deterioration 

0% – 0.67 p = 

0.01* 

Pain 

Unpleasantness 

29 (2–40) 18 (9–26) Increasing Stable – 16 

Improvement 

0% – 0.24 p = 

0.54 

Pain 

Catastrophization 

25 (9–27) 16 (8–29) Increasing  Increasing – 10 

Improvement 

11.1

% 

– 0.45p = 

0.14 

Pain Level 9 (2–10) 7 (3–10) Increasing Increasing – 3 

Improvement 

0% – 0.38 p = 

0.23 

Anxiety 9 (2–10) 6 (3–8) Increasing Increasing – 2.5 

Improvement 

0% – 0.50 p = 

0.07 

Low Mood 9 (2–10) 7 (3–10) Increasing Increasing – 2 

Improvement 

0% – 0.40 p = 

0.11 

* significant to at least p ≤ 0.05 
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Figure 4: Continued
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Elaine 

Elaine also displayed signs of anxiety during the recall of her main image, and these 

appeared to abate during the re-script. Similar to Dave, she reported struggling at times to 

stay with the images during at-home practice due to anxiety.  Her mean score of 5.3 for 

thinking in images may reflect this difficulty. 

Only activity level achieved baseline stability.  All other variables displayed see-saw patterns 

across both phases indicating that change may be part of an overall pattern and results should 

be viewed with caution.  This pattern renders both level and trends problematic for 

interpretation.  Activity reduced significantly with the application of the SMA analysis.   

In the exit interview, Elaine attributed much of this change to a flare-up of sciatica during 

this phase.  Elaine also struggled to re-script spontaneous images, preferring the use of the 

guided CD.  Indications of potential associations between variables did appear with spikes in 

catastrophization, pain unpleasantness, and pain intensity coinciding with lower levels of 

activity and vice versa.  Higher activity days tended to follow days of higher pain intensity, 

indicating a potential boom-bust pattern for Elaine that was not significantly changed by the 

intervention. 
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Table 8: Analysis for Elaine 

Variable 

 

 

Median and Range Trend Relative 

Level Change 

PND SMA 

(Spearman’s 

Rho) Baseline Intervention Baseline Intervention 

Activity 28 (27–

34) 

16 (4–30) Increasing Stable –24.5 

Deterioration 

0% – 0.84 p = 

0.03* 

Pain 

Unpleasantness 

19 (14–

30) 

12 (9–26) Increasing Increasing + 1 

Deterioration 

55.6% – 0.35 p = 

0.21 

Pain 

Catastrophization 

21 (14–

30) 

16 (4–30) Increasing  Decreasing 0 Stable 44.4% – 0.23p = 0.39 

Pain Level 6 (5–10) 5 (5–10) Stable Decreasing + 1 

Deterioration 

0% – 0.21 p = 

0.39 

Anxiety 6 (4–10) 7 (4–10) Stable Decreasing + 2 

Deterioration 

0% 0.03 p = 0.89 

Low Mood 5 (4–10) 6 (3–10) Decreasing Decreasing + 2 

Deterioration 

22.2% – 0.02 p = 

0.89 

* significant to at least p ≤ 0.05 
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Figure 5: Continued
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Hypothesis 

Replication across participants was very limited.  Repeated results do not support hypotheses 

as activity levels reduced for three participants during the intervention phase.  Only Betty’s 

levels showed significant change in pain unpleasantness, and this was not associated with 

increased activity levels.  There were changes in levels of unpleasantness and an initial 

indication of patterns with activity, but results are not conclusive in supporting associations 

between variables.  There is limited support regarding re-scripting changing pain 

unpleasantness.  Catastrophization displays a more mixed pattern of change, but as with 

unpleasantness, changes tended to occur early.  Carol showed some associations between 

activity and catastrophization, but this was also associated with changes in pain intensity.  

There is limited indication from the obtained diary data that catastrophization was reduced.  

 

Pre-post measures 

Scores display a varied pattern of improvements across participants (see Table 9). As no 

clinical changes were indicated by analyses, reliable change index cut-offs are presented 

(change in pre-post score required to indicate reliable change).  Results may mirror the 

fluctuating pattern of daily recorded variables.  However, replicated improvement was 

observed in CPAQ Activity Engagement scores, indicating increased self-reported 

engagement in activity.  Other improvements were participant specific, suggesting that 

participants extracted different implications from the intervention. Despite the brief duration 

of the intervention and the limited practice period, three participants achieved reliable 

change in at least one measure (Table 10). 
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Table 9: Questionnaire Measures 

Measure  RCI cut-off 

Required for 

reliable 

change 

Andy Pre-

Post 

Change 

 

Betty Pre-

Post 

Change 

 

Carol Pre-

Post 

Change 

 

Dave Pre-

Post 

Change 

 

Elaine Pre-

Post 

Change 

 

PHODA-Sev 8.37 

 

– 23.1 – 2.0 – 6.2 + 10.0 – 10.6 

PCS 13.47 

 

+ = 5.0 + 6.0 21.0 – 4.0     0.0 

CPAQ 

(activity) 

14.58 

 

+ 20.0 + 9.0 + 3.0   0.0 + 18.0 

SF-MPQ-2 1.47 

 

+ 1.0 – 0.1  0.0 – 0.1 + 0.2 

HADS 

Depression 

4.83 – 4.0 + 1.0 – 5.0 + 3.0 + 3.0 

HADS Anxiety 5.07 + 1.0 – 2.0 – 2.0 + 1.0 – 5.0 

 

Abbreviations - HADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; PCS: Pain Catastrophization Scale; PHODA-SeV: 

Photograph Series of Daily Activities-short version; CPAQ: Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire; SF-MPQ-2; Short 

Form McGill Pain Questionnaire 2; RCI: Reliable Change Index 

 

Betty did not achieve reliable changes across any measures.  Dave showed increases in 

measures of fear of harm/ (re-)injury.  For participants who showed improvement, patterns of 

change exhibited a small degree of consistency with improvements due to the fear of (re-) 

injury and activity engagement for Andy and Elaine.  Carol showed improvement with 

respect to catastrophization and depression ratings, forming a slightly more idiosyncratic 

pattern.   

There are some inconsistencies in these scores in relation to the diary data. Despite reliable 

change in measures of activity engagement, levels of daily activity fell for both Andy and 

Elaine.  Replicated reliable changes in self-reported activity engagement and PHODA-SeV 

indicate that re-scripting contributed to changes in both cognitive content and activity in 

support of hypotheses. 
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Table 10: Indications of Reliable Change 

Participant PHODA-SeV 

Reliable Change 

PCS 

Reliable 

Change 

 

CPAQ 

Activity 

Engagement 

Reliable 

Change 

SF-

MPQ-2 

Reliable 

Change 

HADS 

Depression 

Reliable 

Change 

HADS 

Anxiety 

Reliable 

Change 

Andy Improved No Change Improved No 

Change 

No Change No 

Change 

Betty No Change No Change No Change No 

Change 

No Change No 

Change 

Carol No Change Improved No Change No 

Change 

Improved No 

Change 

Dave Deteriorated No Change No Change No 

Change 

No Change No 

Change 

Elaine Improved No Change Improved No 

Change 

No Change No 

Change 

Abbreviations - HADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; PCS: Pain Catastrophization Scale; PHODA-SeV: 

Photograph Series of Daily Activities-short version; CPAQ: Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire; SF-MPQ-2; Short 

Form McGill Pain Questionnaire 2 
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Discussion 

 

Results provide very limited support for hypotheses concerning pain unpleasantness and 

catastrophization.  The re-scripting intervention appears to have had some effect on 

participants as indicated by level change, trend, and pre-post measures.  All participants 

except Elaine showed declines in pain intensity and pain unpleasantness early in the 

treatment.  Although changes were not significant, reductions in variability and changes in 

trend indicate potential positive effects.  However, these are unaccompanied by overall 

changes in activity level.  Results can be perceived as encouraging, given the brief nature of 

the intervention and the initial high distress level of the participants.  However, replications 

of positive change across participants would be required to provide a good level of evidence, 

and only reductions in activity were replicated across participants, albeit in the context of 

changes in pain for some participants. 

Results across phases need to be interpreted in the context of overall patterns.  Difficulty in 

the establishment of stable baselines particularly with activity level, mean results are 

tentative. This is rather surprising as activity and catastrophising have shown stability over 

short periods in previous diary studies (Turner et al., 2004) and may reflect the measurement 

employed here.  However, changes may also reflect overall patterns across participants, 

rather than phase change due to intervention.  Only pain unpleasantness recorded for Betty 

had a match in trends, level change, PND, and SMA analyses to indicate significant change 

across phases in the therapeutic direction.  Even then, this emerged in the context of reduced 

activity during intervention phase that may account for the reduction in unpleasantness.  The 

evidence for other changes is less compelling.  In addition, there was no indication that those 

who could engage better with image-based thinking (e.g. Carol) exhibited greater levels of 

changes. 

However, the replication of Philips and Samson’s (2012) finding of immediate reductions in 

pain and anxiety following re-scripting suggest the intervention may have clinical value.  

This result together with changes in trend and early level change across anxiety and low 

mood, although rarely significant, point towards a potential for imagery acting as an 

emotional amplifier (Holmes et al., 2008), with re-scripting ‘damping’ such effects.  

Changes in both PHODA-SeV and self-reported activity engagement from the CPAQ 

indicate changes in beliefs regarding harm and possibly a starting point of changes to 

activity.  As the PHODA-SeV asks participants to picture engaging in everyday activity and 
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the resulting harm, for Andy and Elaine, the intervention may reflect a change in the way 

they view engagement in activity and their engagement with their own imagery.  This could 

be taken as tentative support to the importance of beliefs and cognitive content being 

reflected in imagery.  Self-report measures of activity may be open to memory bias (Gauthier 

et al., 2006).  Hence CPAQ activity engagement scores post-intervention may have been 

affected and change should be treated with caution, particularly in the light of the 

discrepancy with daily diary ratings which showed no significant change. 

There were also some patterns across variables that indicate associations within participants.  

Pain catastrophization followed a similar pattern to pain intensity suggesting potential links 

between variables.  Catastrophization may not have changed significantly due to rumination.  

Rumination is perceived to play a role in catastrophization’s influence on pain and mood 

(Berna et al., 2012), and the re-script may not have tapped into this factor.  Alternatively, 

catastrophization as measured here may not be an important element of imagery content, but 

may rather reflect the social communicative elements of pain suggested by Sullivan (2012), 

and hence, patterns with pain intensity.   

Rather than reflecting catastrophization as has been theorized (e.g. Philips, 2011), the 

content of images may reflect a sense of mental defeat (Philips, 2015) or representations of 

identity and consequences of pain (Gillanders et al., 2012) which have been associated with 

disability.  These factors do map onto themes that were observed in participant’s pain 

imagery.  Influences on disability involve both cognitive content and contextual/functional 

factors (Gillanders et al., 2012). It is possible that images with their greater emotional focus 

and personal meaning encompass both factors.  Further work is required to identify the 

important cognitive variables associated with imagery.  The lack of replication of results 

may reflect participants’ extracting their own individual meaning from the re-script, starting 

a process of changing in terms of the factors that are important to them.  

 

Exploration of effects 

Intervention effects may have been limited by participant, variable, and intervention factors. 

Distress, as measured by HADS, was far higher than in Philips and Samson’s (2012) sample, 

with distress being associated with poorer outcome.  For such patients’ therapist effects may 

have influenced baselines.  The interview process involves a degree of validation and 

recognition of experience that has a potential to affect patients (Williams, 2013).  

Expectancy effects, important in pain (Cormier et al., 2016), may have been invoked by the 
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introduction of an intervention that yielded change during within-session practice.  Relative 

level changes may partially represent this effect.  Monitoring is known to change behaviour 

(Kazdin, 1974); tracking activity during baseline may have highlighted the current poor 

levels of activity and encouraged the spikes observed for Andy, Betty, and Carol, leading to 

the instability in baselines. 

Deliberate recall of the main image may also have had an impact.  If images function to 

assist ‘trying on’ of potential outcomes and the engagement of problem-solving (Taylor et 

al., 1998), the attack and helplessness themes in images may reflect a lack of self-esteem and 

a perceived lack of options in the face of pain.  Such factors are associated with disability in 

chronic pain (Turner et al., 2007).  If such themes of attack and helplessness are present, 

additional support sessions may be required to enhance any re-scripting effects and sustain 

any benefits.  The long-term nature of pain implies that patients may have suffered de-

conditioning that would result in increased pain in response to activity. If participants had 

low confidence in facing pain, then increasing activity may have been too difficult after such 

a brief intervention.  In addition, emotional avoidance may also be a factor. Imagery 

interventions are theorised to work best when the affect is significantly activated (Ji et al., 

2016).  Therefore, the avoidance of the affect generated when recalling the negative image 

may have hindered effects.  Potential difficulties in sitting with the original image without 

the encouragement of the therapist’s guidance for the re-scripting would be similar to the 

difficulty faced in re-scripting spontaneous images.   

Change in the negative image is believed to provide more positive associations with stimuli 

compared to the previous image.  When the new image is generated in response to stimulus 

(pain) goal motivation should increase with the emotional tone (Brewin et al., 2009).  Philips 

and Samson’s transformations resulted in more positive imagery than the patient guided re-

scripts in this paper.  However, as with Brewin et al. (2009) and Philips and Samson (2012), 

the sensory qualities of the images were changed through the re-scripting.  Possibly, the re-

scripts here, guided by participants’ input, did not go far enough to leave enough negative 

association within images to have effects on motivation towards activity.  Changes in pre-

post CPAQ activity engagement suggest that the intervention may have started this process 

of increasing motivation towards goals.  This result alongside anecdotal evidence on 

increased engagement in physically active treatment immediately following re-scripting in 

Philips and Samson’s (2012) study provide an indication of the way in which re-scripting 

may fit into existing treatment programmes. 
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Treatment implications 

Results indicate that imagery could provide a rich source of information regarding personal 

meanings of pain and they should be explicitly assessed in pain management programmes.   

Persistent negative images may result in avoidance and a changing sense of self impacting 

on motivation, mood, and disability (Vlaeyan et al., 2016).  This links to previous work 

indicating associations between illness representations of identity and consequence of pain 

and disability (Gillanders et al., 2012).  Re-scripting could potentially be utilised as a method 

of ‘trying on’ alternative less threatening possibilities in the context of pain.  Exposure work 

through physical therapy would allow for immediate testing of these new possibilities and 

the re-enforcement of new possibilities.  This would also allow for increased support for 

patients regarding the use of the intervention.  Use of valued goals related to a healthier self-

identity within this process could attenuate avoidance behaviour (Vlaeyan et al., 2016) and 

increase efficacy.  Imagery re-scripting, therefore, could provide a precursor to other pain 

management elements, loosening up ideas regarding immediate and longer-term 

consequences of pain to allow new learning to take place.  Carol may have alluded to such a 

process when she indicated that she was more accepting of pain as part of her rather than an 

external agent. 

Themes that concerned personal attack also fit with the concept of perceived injustice and a 

communication of need in relation to high ‘catastrophizers’ (Sullivan, 2012).  

Catastrophising is associated with perceiving the struggle with pain as unjust and blaming 

others for their situation (Sullivan, 2012).  Forming a therapeutic alliance and creating 

encouraging rather than colluding networks is important in changing this (Sullivan, 2012).  

Any work on goal attainment will need to consider the inter-personal context in which the 

person operates outside treatment. Re-scripting could be used to provide a more balanced 

sense of resuming valued roles in relation to family and social functioning.  Re-scripting in 

this role achieves the aim not of ‘curing’ catastrophization through change of content but 

rather helping to remove it as a barrier to rehabilitation (Sullivan, 2012). 

 

Next steps in research  

These single case experiments should be replicated with some refinement to evaluate the 

efficacy and replication across paticipants.  Phases should be extended to assess the 

likelihood of stability in psychological variables.  The use of technology for recording data 
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in ‘real time’ should be considered.  This would allow greater flexibility as the regular 

assessment of data would enable extensions of baselines.  Recruitment would require 

participants who are not shortly awaiting treatment to facilitate flexible baseline collection.  

In terms of intervention, participants could probably be guided in the creation of re-scripts 

with more positive valence.  Additional support sessions could be provided during the 

intervention phase to increase confidence and keeping emotion ‘hot’ during re-scripting.  

Measures of self-efficacy and full pain acceptance could be included in pre-post measures. 

If efficacy and replication could be identified, it would be beneficial to assess the impact of 

adding re-scripting to standard treatment programmes.  Small-scale trials could identify 

those who experience images and adopt enhancement designs.  Re-scripting as an initial 

intervention could be applied before physical treatment programmes. 

Trials and treatment centres could adopt Sequential Multiple Assignment Trial (SMART) 

designs (Murphy, 2005).  A repeated update of the initial treatment is selected and 

participants assigned to one of two alternative treatments if the outcome is unsatisfactory.  

This would fit with a stepped care approach and assess the value in adding re-scripting to 

existing procedures if they are not successful, resulting in data from clinical practice. 

 

Limitations 

Although results from the present study point in such directions, there are a number of 

limitations to acknowledge.  Although thirteen participants were referred in the study, only 

five completed, making them a self-selecting sample.  Results may therefore not be 

generalizable to other pain patients.  Andy, Carol, and Elaine started physiotherapy within 

three days after the end of the intervention.  This hindered flexibility in establishment of 

baseline stability and limited the possibilities of follow up treatment sessions.  

Replacement of diary data for Dave raises the risk of a Type 1 error, although no effects 

were found.  Although the use of shortened versions of measures is common to methods that 

employ diary-keeping (e.g. de Jong et al., 2012), the PCS has not been used in this way 

previously, and concepts may not have been fully measured.  In addition, the reliance on 

self-report measures may have biased activity ratings; ideally, secondary measures of this 

dependent variable would be required to increase confidence in the results obtained (Smith, 

2012).  Poor reliability in diary activity ratings may reflect the idiosyncratic nature of the 0–
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10 scales created here that were meaningful to patients but may have reduced a sense of 

overall cohesion, reducing reliability and confidence in comparisons.   

Also, the error in dairies for Andy and Betty may have led to effects that were overlooked in 

the domain of self-care and life support, although neither noted any recognised improvement 

in exit interviews.  Although there have been significant developments in the application of 

statistical techniques to assess single case data, there is no consensus regarding the 

superiority of approaches.  Although SMA analysis offers substantial advantages, it is 

relatively untested in samples with extreme outliers in data (Brockardt & Nash, 2014).  Some 

of the spikes observed during phases possess the potential to influence results.  SMA further 

assumes that data streams generated through the computer programme are representative of 

the population under study.  At present, no methods exist to test this assumption, implying 

further that results should be interpreted with caution (Borckardt et al., 2008).  

 

Summary 

A brief one-off re-scripting intervention with distressed, treatment seeking chronic pain 

patients resulted in reliable changes in some standardised measures over a two-week period.  

Patterns of change were inconsistent, and replication was only possible for activity level that 

ran contra-therapeutically.  In spite of this, there were some initial evidence that the 

procedure could change pain unpleasantness and patterns of activity.  Further work will be 

required to build on this and identify the important variables that are affected by re-scripting 

and assess its potential place in pain management programmes. 
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APPENDIX 1.1 – APPRAISAL TOOL 

Treatment 

Item 

# 

Question and Items Score and Coding Notes 

1 Has a clear rationale been provided for using the treatment in the proposed 

population, and an adequate description of the content of treatment? 

Part 1 Theoretical Framework – Has 

a coherent rationale been 

provided for using the active 

main treatment in the study e.g. 

reference to the evidence base 

for chronic pain. 

2 – Good: A clear rationale is reported with 

appropriate citations. 

 

1 – Adequate: A clear rationale is reported but 

in the absence of cited evidence. 

 

0 – Inadequate: Rationale for treatment not 

clearly presented or supported by citations. 

Part 2 Content – Have the elements of 

the treatment(s) been clearly 

outlined (e.g. sufficient 

information to stratify studies) 

2 – Good: Study clearly outlines all elements of 

the treatment delivered, with specific elements 

theorized to influence the mediator(s) as 

identified in introduction. 

 

1 – Adequate: Details of the intervention are 

provided but it is unclear whether elements may 

influence the theorized mediator(s). 

 

0 – Inadequate: Study is vague as to the content 

of the intervention OR content of intervention is 

not reported 

2 Has the total treatment duration (dose) been reported? 

1 part Treatment duration – Total 

treatment duration including 

number of sessions and duration 

of each session is reported 

1 – Yes: information is reported OR 

manual/protocol is accessible to indicate number 

of sessions and any additional therapist contact. 

 

0 – No: information not fully reported 

3 Are checks conducted regarding adherence to the treatment? 

1 part Fidelity checks 1 – Adequate: Evidence of adherence is 

presented conducted via direct observation, tape 

recording or supervision that explicitly states 

adherence to treatment. 

 

0- Inadequate: No evidence of fidelity checks 

reported 

4 Have the therapists/clinicians been appropriately trained in the relevant 

procedures for the intervention? 

1 part Clinician Training – Issue here 

is not appropriate qualification 

and experience per se.  What is 

of importance is whether the 

clinicians delivering the 

intervention have been 

appropriately trained to deliver 

the treatment 

2 – Good: Study outlines the explicit training the 

clinician has had in the delivered treatment 

 

1 – Adequate: The intervention is 

designed/delivered by professionals educated to 

at least Masters level. 

 

0 – Inadequate: There is no convincing 
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evidence that the clinicians have an adequate 

level of training (e.g. graduate level) or explicit 

training in the treatment delivered. 

5 Is there evidence that the patients have actively engaged in the treatment? 

1 part Engagement – Did 

investigators take steps to check 

that patients actively engaged in 

the therapy (e.g. checks for 

evidence of skills practice in 

sessions, reviews of 

homework)? 

2 – Good: Study measured engagement and 

evidenced that participants engaged in at least 

50% of sessions and engaged in homework 

assignments. 

 

1 – Adequate: Documented that evidence of 

engagement was sought. 

 

0 – Inadequate: No evidence that checks were 

made on level of engagement. 

 

Total…………………… 

 

Quality of Study Design and Methods 

Item 

# 

Question and Items Score and Coding Notes 

1 Are the recruitment inclusion and exclusion criteria clearly specified? 

1 part Sample criteria – Is the context 

of patient selection outlined and 

can generalizability be explored 

from the information provided? 

1 – Adequate: inclusion and exclusion criteria 

are clearly specified and evidence of adherence 

to criteria provided. 

 

0 – Inadequate: Criteria not clearly specified 

no evidence that criteria have been met. 

2 Is there a good description of the sample in the study? 

Part 1 Sample Characteristics – An 

adequate description of the 

sample in terms of demographic 

information, concurrent 

treatments, gender, diagnosis, 

site of pain and chronicity. 

1 – Adequate: There is a good description of 

the sample in the study detailing areas such as 

demographics, site of pain and chronicity etc. 

 

0 – Inadequate: Insufficient information is 

reported to allow adequate comparisons to be 

made. 

Part 2 Group Equivalence – Good 

descriptions of the sample 

characteristics and testing help 

ascertain equivalence between 

groups 

2 – Good: There is evidence that the groups are 

broadly equivalent shown by statistical testing 

or examination of reported data. 

 

1 – Adequate: Differences are statistically 

controlled for by appropriate methods (e.g. 

introduction of a co-variate). 

 

0 – Inadequate: Either equivalence of groups is 

not reported or there is evidence of non-

equivalence OR no group comparison in the 

study. 

3 Is there evidence that attrition has been adequately reported? 
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Part 1 Attrition – Guidelines for 

reported and dealing with 

attritions should be followed 

(e.g. CONSORT guidelines for 

reporting attrition i.e. “For each 

group report the numbers of 

participants randomly assigned, 

receiving intended treatment, 

completing the study protocol, 

and analyzed for the primary 

outcome. Describe protocol 

deviations from study as 

planned, together with reasons”.
 

It should be noted that this 

criteria automatically biases 

against pre-CONSORT trials i.e. 

prior to and during 1996.) 

2 – Good: Documented evidence that guidelines 

have been followed (e.g. use of appropriate 

flowcharts). 

 

I – Adequate: A reasonable account of how 

attrition was dealt with is given, but no 

documented adherence to specific guidelines. 

 

0 – Inadequate: No evidence, or insufficient 

evidence of how attrition was dealt with. 

 

Part 2 Rates of Attrition – Need to 

ascertain if final sample is 

biased by variance in drop out. 

1 – Adequate – There is evidence that any 

differential rates of attrition were not 

statistically significant. 

 

0 – Inadequate – Different rates of attrition are 

likely to lead to significant bias. 

4 Have adequate steps been taken to minimise biases? 

4 

Parts 

Randomisation – This item 

examines the steps taken to 

ensure that each participant of 

the trial has an equal chance of 

being allocated to the different 

treatment arms. In particular, it 

asks for evidence that an 

adequate method of 

randomisation has been used e.g. 

random number table or 

computerised random number 

generator (CONSORT, 1996). 

 

2 – Good: A convincing method for generating 

a random allocation sequence is reported that 

used an independent person not involved in 

enrolment or allocation of participants. 

 

1 – Adequate: A convincing method of 

randomisation is reported that did not involve an 

independent person. 

 

0 – Inadequate: Randomisation is mentioned 

but there is not an adequate description of the 

methods used (OR randomisation not 

conducted). 

 Allocation Bias – Were steps 

taken to ensure that the 

allocation sequence of patients 

to the treatment arms was 

concealed so that investigators 

could not have biased it? Ideally, 

an independent person should 

make assignment; alternatively, 

assignment can be enclosed in 

sequentially numbered, opaque 

sealed envelopes (CONSORT, 

1996). 

1 – Adequate: An adequate method is reported 

that removes the potential biases of 

investigators (e.g. use of an independent person 

or sequentially numbered sealed envelopes) 

 

0 – Inadequate: There is not an adequate 

description of attempts to deal with potential 

allocation bias. 

 Measurement Bias -  

In order to reduce the risk of 

measurement bias a third party 

1 - Adequate: A convincing effort to reduce 

bias in outcome measurement is reported e.g. 3
rd

 

party blind data collection.  
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who is blind to the patient’s 

study group should be 

responsible for the collection of 

data. 

 

0 - Inadequate: Efforts to reduce measurement 

bias are not reported or are insufficient e.g. 

outcomes collected by therapist. 

 Treatment Expectations -  

It is impossible for participants 

to be blind to the treatment they 

are receiving therefore it is 

imperative that steps are taken to 

check for equivalence in 

treatment expectations. 

 

1 - Adequate: Credible checks for equivalence 

in treatment expectations are reported. 

 

0 - Inadequate: Checks have not been reported 

or are insufficient. 

 

5 Are the outcome variables chosen valid and reliable? 

2 

Parts 

Validity of Outcomes – Are the 

measures chosen valid, given the 

context of the population and the 

treatments used. 

2 – Good: All of the relevant outcome measures 

are valid given the context of the study.  

Citations provided 

 

1 – Adequate: Most of the relevant outcome 

measures are valid given the context. Citations 

provided. 

 

0 – Inadequate: Most or all of the measures are 

not valid given the context of the particular 

study. 

 Reliability of Outcomes – 

(Good reliability defined as r≥ 

0.7)  

2 – Good: All relevant outcome measures 

showed good reliability. Citations provided, or 

tested as part of the study. 

 

1 – Adequate: Most of the relevant outcome 

measures showed good reliability. Citations 

provided, or tested as part of the study. 

 

0 – Inadequate: Most or all of the relevant 

outcome measures did not show good reliability. 

 

6 Are the statistical Analyses adequate for the study aims? 

4 

parts 

Power Calculations – Does the 

study report an a priori power 

calculation based on, power of 

80% and effect sizes from 

previous findings OR a medium 

effect size (as a maximum) if no 

previous literature cited. 

1 – Yes 

 

0 – No 

 Has a sufficient sample size, 

based on power calculation, 

AND size sufficient to detect 

mediation given selected 

Statistics.  Figures based 

power at 0.8 drawn from Fritz 

and MacKinnon (2007) tables 

for type of analysis.  

1 – Yes 

 

0 – No 

 Is there adequate reporting of 1 – Yes 
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summary statistics? -   Means, 

standard deviations and numbers 

reported, or proportions or 

frequencies for dichotomous 

variables. 

 

0 – No 

 

 Did the analysis handle 

missing data in an acceptable 

way? –  (e.g. use of multilevel 

modelling) 

1 – Yes 

 

0 – No 

 

7 Are potentially Confounding Variables adequately controlled for statistically? 

1 part Confounds – Does the design 

or statistical analysis address 

potentially confounding 

variables? 

2 – Good: Design attmepts control of 

confounds OR Statistical analysis (e.g. SEM, 

ANCOVA etc) takes covariates into account 

in the analysis where unanticipated 

confounds occur. 

 

1 – Adequate: Attempt to control 

confounding variables through statistical 

analysis only. 

 

0 –Inadequate: No statistical or design 

attempts to control confounds. 

 

Total………………… 

 

 

Mediation 

Item 

# 

Question and Items Scoring and Coding Notes 

1 Has a clear theoretical rationale been provided for the proposed model of 

mediation? 

1 part Theoretical Framework – Has 

a coherent rationale been 

provided linking the 

intervention(s) to the proposed 

mediators and outcome 

measures 

2 – Good: Paper outlines theoretically how the 

intervention changes the proposed mediator(s) 

and in turn how change in mediator(s) leads to 

change in the outcome variable(s).  Links are 

supported by citations to empirical evidence. 

 

1 – Adequate: Paper indicates there are 

established or theoretically possible 

relationships between the intervention, the 

proposed mediators and the outcome variables.  

Appropriate citations are provided to empirical 

evidence. 

 

0 – Inadequate: No reference is made to a 

theoretical framework OR poorly outlined how 

mediator will be influenced by proposed main 
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treatment 

2 Do the variables selected allow for identification of mediation? 

1 part Mediating Variables – the 

selected mediation variable(s) 

highlight a specified mechanism 

of change targeted by the 

intervention delivered. 

Comparisons to other mediators 

make results more robust. 

2 – Good: The theoretically identified mediator 

is compared to another mediating variable not 

thought to be influenced by the treatment OR a 

universal process variable such as a measure of 

therapeutic alliance. 

 

1 – Adequate: Selection of at least one 

mediating variable theoretically linked to the 

main intervention delivered. 

 

0 – Inadequate: Selected mediator is not 

explicitly theoretically linked to the intervention 

delivered.  

3 Are mediating variables valid and reliable?  

2 

parts 

Validity of Mediators – Are the 

measures chosen valid, given the 

context of the population and the 

treatments used. 

2 – Good: All of the relevant mediation 

measures are valid given the context of the 

study.  Citations provided 

 

1 – Adequate: Most of the relevant mediation 

measures are valid given the context. Citations 

provided. 

 

0 – Inadequate: Most or all of the measures are 

not valid given the context of the particular 

study. 

 Reliability of Mediator(s) – 

(Good reliability defined as r≥ 

0.7) 

2 – Good: All relevant mediators measured 

showed good reliability. Citations provided, or 

tested as part of the study. 

 

1 – Adequate: Most of the relevant mediators 

measured showed good reliability. Citations 

provided, or tested as part of the study. 

 

0 – Inadequate: Most or all of the relevant 

mediators measured did not show good 

reliability. 

4 Temporal Factors. Do measurements allow for interpretation of mediation? 

4 

Parts 
Number of measurements –

Does the study incorporate more 

than two assessment points? 

1 – Yes 

 

0 - No 

 Influence of intervention – 

Does the study indicate that the 

treatment changed the 

mediator(s)? 

1 – Yes 

 

0 – No 

 Change in mediator – Were 

changes in the any proposed 

mediator(s) identified before 

change in any outcome 

variable(s)? 

1 – Yes 

 

0 – No 

 Measurement of mediator(s) – 1 – Yes 
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Were the proposed mediators(s) 

measured during treatment? 
 

0 – No 

5 Was the mediation analysis used appropriate to the design? 

1 Part Were analysis suitable and 

well powered to detect 

mediation 

2 – Good: Analyses are appropriate to study 

design and number of participants, and well 

powered such as bias corrected bootstrapping 

methods, structural equation modelling or 

asymmetric distribution of product of 

coefficients test 

 

1 – Adequate: Analyses appropriate to design 

and number of participants but less powerful 

methods such as MacArthur or Baron and 

Kenny approaches used. 

 

0 – Inadequate: Analysis not appropriate to 

design or number of participants, too 

underpowered to detect mediation. 

6 Are control groups adequate to allow comparison and specifying mediation? 

1 part Control Conditions – 

conditions allow comparison to 

the treatment group as to 

highlight the mediation process. 

2 – Good: Use of at least one control condition 

which removes active elements of the treatment 

condition but retains non-specific elements such 

as a supportive environment. 

 

1 – Adequate: Non psychological ‘active’ 

treatments (e.g. physiotherapy or 

pharmacotherapy) used for comparisons. 

 

0 – Inadequate: No control groups utilised or 

waiting list only (only controls for time as a 

factor). 
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APPENDIX 1.2 – TABLE OF FULL TEXT SCREENED 

EXCLUDED STUDIES 

1. Papers Identified Through Electronic Databases –  

Reference Reason for Exclusion 

 

Alda. et al (2011).  Effectiveness of 

cognitive behaviour therapy for the 

treatment of catastrophization in patients 

with fibromyalgia: A randomised 

controlled trial.  Arthritis Research and 

Therapy, 13 (R173), 1-13. 

 

NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do 

not include mediation analyses 

Burns. et al (2011).  Is reduction in pain 

catastrophizing a therapeutic mechanism 

specific to CBT for chronic pain? 

Psychosomatic Medicine, 73 (3), A129.  

NO RESULTS AVAILABLE – Summary of 

conference presentation. 

 

No response to request for original 

unpublished data. 

 

Carmody, T. & Baer, G.  (2008).  

Relationships between mindfulness 

practice and levels of mindfulness, medical 

and psychological symptoms and well-

being in a mindfulness-based stress 

reduction program.  Journal of Behavioral 

Medicine, 31 (1), 23-33. 

 

SAMPLE – unable to identify proportion of 

sample suffering from chronic pain from 

reported information.   

 

No response to request for data. 

Carmody, T., Goldman, A., Reyes, N., 

Mozgai, S., Huggins, J., Solkowitz, S. et al. 

Telephone-delivered cognitive behavior 

therapy for chronic pain: participant 

characteristics. The Journal of Pain, 11(4), 

S56. 

 

NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS – Outcome 

study only, no mediation analysis conducted.  

This was fully completed in later paper. 

Cho, S., Lee, S., McCracken, L., Moon, D., 

& Heiby, E. (2009). Pain-related anxiety as 

a mediator of the effects of mindfulness on 

physical and psychological functioning in 

chronic pain patients in Korea. The 

Journal of Pain, 10(4), S65. 

 

INTERVENTION – Intervention utilised is 

outside the inclusion criteria.  Unclear from 

information in the paper whether the pain 

management programme was based on CBT 

or ACT. 

Conrath. et al (2012).  Acceptance and 

psychological flexibility mediate the 

relationship between dispositional affect 

and pain-related disability.  Journal of 

Pain, 13 (4 Suppl. 1), S99 

 

NO RESULTS AVAILABLE – Summary of 

conference presentation. 

 

No response to request for original 

unpublished data. 

Costa. et al (2016).  Chronic pain 

experience on depression and physical 

disability: The importance of acceptance 

DESIGN – Cross sectional design and no 

treatment offered. 
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and mindfulness-based processes in a 

sample with rheumatoid arthritis.  Journal 

of Health Psychology, 21 (1)  1-13. 

 

Dasmahapatra et al (2015).  Mediators and 

moderators of chronic pain outcomes in an 

online self-management program.  Clinical 

Journal of Pain, 31 (5), 404-413. 

 

OUTCOME – outcomes are not related to 

physical disability / activity interference. 

De Jong et al (2005).  Fear of 

movement/(re)injury in chronic low back 

pain: Education or exposure in vivo as 

mediator to fear reduction?  Clinical 

Journal of Pain, 21 (1), 9-17. 

 

INTERVENTION – Intervention utilised is 

outside the inclusion criteria.  Behaviour 

therapy only utilised. 

De Jong. et al (2012).  Reduction of pain-

related fear and increased function and 

participation in work-related upper 

extremity pain (WRUEP): Effects of 

exposure in vivo.  Pain, 153 (10), 2109-

2118. 

 

INTERVENTION – Intervention utilised is 

outside the inclusion criteria.  Behaviour 

therapy only utilised. 

Edwards. et al (2003).  Differential 

relationships between anxiety and 

treatment-associated pain reduction 

among male and female chronic pain 

patients.  Clinical Journal of Pain, 19 (4), 

208-216. 

 

DESIGN – Correlational statistical design 

that cannot identify mediation. 

Elvery, N., Jensen, M. P., Ehde, D. M., & 

Day, M. A. (2017). Pain Catastrophizing, 

Mindfulness, and Pain Acceptance: 

What’s the Difference?. The Clinical 

journal of pain, 33(6), 485-495. 

 

DESIGN – Correlational statistical design 

that cannot identify mediation. 

Ferguson. et al (2012).  Examining a 

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction 

(MBSR) intervention to improve activities 

of daily living and wellbeing in patients 

with chronic pain.  Journal of Pain, 13 (4 

Suppl. 1),S99. 

 

NO RESULTS AVAILABLE – Summary of 

conference presentation. 

 

No response to request for original 

unpublished data. 

Fisher & Johnston (1998).  Emotional 

distress and control cognitions as 

mediators of the impact of chronic pain on 

disability.  British Journal of Health 

Psychology, 3 (3), 225-236. 

 

DESIGN – Correlational statistical design 

that cannot identify mediation. 

Glombiewski. et al (2010).  Depression in 

chronic back pain patients: Prediction of 

pain intensity and pain disability in 

cognitive-behavioural treatment.  

DESIGN – Correlational statistical design 

that cannot identify mediation. 
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Psychosomatics, 51 (2), 130-136. 

 

Heapy. et al (2005).  Intersession coping 

skill practice mediates the relationship 

between readiness for self-management 

treatment and goal accomplishment.  Pain, 

118 (3), 360-368. 

 

OUTCOME – outcomes are not related to 

physical disability / activity interference. 

Hereen. et al (2015).  Does change in self-

reported mindfulness mediate the clinical 

benefits of mindfulness training? A 

controlled study using the French 

translation of the Five Facet Mindfulness 

Questionnaire.  Mindfulness, 6 (3), 553-

559. 

 

OUTCOME – outcomes are not related to 

physical disability / activity interference. 

Jay. et al (2016).  Ten weeks of physical-

cognitive-mindfulness training reduces 

fear-avoidance beliefs about work-related 

activity: Randomized controlled trial.  

Medicine, 95 (34), 3945. 

 

OUTCOME – outcomes are not related to 

physical disability / activity interference. 

Karoly. et al (2008).  The impact of goal 

cognition and pain severity on disability 

and depression in adults with chronic 

pain: An examination of direct effects and 

mediated effects via pain-induced fear.  

Cognitive Therapy and Research, 32 (3), 

418-433. 

 

DESIGN – Cross sectional design, no 

treatment offered as part of research. 

Langford, (2010).  The efficacy of a 

combined cognitive-behavioural and 

interpersonal therapy approach to the 

treatment of fibromyalgia syndrome: A 

randomized controlled trial.  Dissertation 

Abstracts International: Section B: The 

Sciences and Engineering, 71 (3-B), 2052. 

 

NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do 

not include mediation analyses 

Lefort. et al (1998).  Randomized 

controlled trial of a community-based 

psycho-education program for the self-

management of chronic pain.  Pain, 74 (2-

3), 297-306. 

 

INTERVENTION – Intervention utilised is 

outside the inclusion criteria. 

Loftland. et al (1997).  Predictors of 

outcome following multidisciplinary 

treatment of chronic pain: Effects of 

changes in perceived disability and 

depression.  International Journal of 

Rehabilitation and Health, 3 (4), 221-232. 

 

DESIGN – Pre-post measures only, cannot 

show mediation. 

Mun. et al (2014).  Trait mindfulness and DESIGN – Cross sectional design, no 
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catastrophizing as mediators of the 

association between pain severity and 

pain-related impairment.  Personality and 

Individual Differences, 66, 68-73. 

 

treatment offered as part of research. 

Olsson. et al (2012).  Acceptance and 

commitment therapy for fibromyalgia: A 

randomized controlled trial.  Scandinavian 

Journal of Pain, 3 (3), 183. 

NO RESULTS AVAILABLE – Summary of 

conference presentation. 

 

Could not obtain access to original data from 

authors. 

 

Pincus. et al (2015).  Delivering an 

Optimised Behavioural Intervention (OBI) 

to people with low back pain with high 

psychological risk; results and lessons 

learnt from a feasibility randomised 

controlled trial of Contextual Cognitive 

Behavioural Therapy (CCBT) vs. 

Physiotherapy.  BMC Musculoskeletal 

Disorders, 16, 147 – 158. 

 

NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do 

not include mediation analyses 

Richardson & Richardson (1999).  Does 

cognitive change predict the outcome of 

cognitive-behavioural pain management?  

Psychology, Health and Medicine, 4 (1), 27-

44. 

 

DESIGN – Correlational statistical design 

that cannot identify mediation. 

Steiner, (2014).  Assessing the efficacy of 

acceptance and commitment therapy in 

reducing schema-enmeshment in 

fibromyalgia syndrome. Dissertation 

Abstracts International: Section B: The 

Sciences and Engineering, 75 (4B-E). 

 

OUTCOME – outcomes are not related to 

physical disability / activity interference.  

Proposed mediator is activity engagement 

and ‘reverse’ model with activity 

engagement as dependent variable is not 

tested. 

Thieme. et al (2016).  Differential 

psychophysiological effects of operant and 

cognitive behavioural treatments in 

women with fibromyalgia.  European 

Journal of Pain, 20 (9), 1478-1489. 

 

OUTCOME – outcomes are not related to 

physical disability / activity interference. 

Tong & Gramala (2016).  Virtual reality 

for chronic pain management: Pain self-

modulation through biofeedback and 

cognitive pain distraction.  Postgraduate 

Medicine, 128, 90-91. 

 

NO RESULTS AVAILABLE – Summary of 

conference presentation. 

 

Original study did not contain a mediation 

analysis. 

Van Gordon, W., Shonin, E., Dunn, T. J., 

Garcia‐Campayo, J., & Griffiths, M. D. 

(2017). Meditation awareness training for 

the treatment of fibromyalgia syndrome: 

A randomized controlled trial. British 

journal of health psychology, 22(1), 186-

INTERVENTION – Intervention utilised is 

outside the inclusion criteria.   
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206. 

 

Vowles. et al (2008).  Patient functioning 

and catastrophizing in chronic pain: The 

mediating effects of acceptance.  Health 

Psychology, 27 (2), S136-S143. 

 

DESIGN – Cross sectional design, no 

treatment offered as part of research. 

Van Koulil. et al (2012).  Cognitive-

behavioral mechanisms in a pain-

avoidance and a pain-persistence 

treatment for high-risk fibromyalgia 

patients.  Arthritis Care and Research, 63 

(6), 800-807. 

 

NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do 

not include mediation analyses 

Vernon, (2011). Paying attention to values 

instead of pain: Chronic pain and 

neuropsychological functioning, as 

potentially mediated by acceptance of pain 

(Doctoral dissertation, Wright Institute). 

 

OUTCOME – outcomes are not related to 

disability / activity interference.  Focus is on 

neurological measures. 

Walsh & Radcliffe (2002).  Pain beliefs 

and perceived physical disability of 

patients with chronic low back pain.  Pain 

97 (1-2), 23-31 

 

DESIGN – Correlational statistical design 

that cannot identify mediation 

Wong. (2011).  Four-step mindfulness-

based therapy for chronic pain: A pilot 

randomized controlled trial.  Dissertation 

Abstracts International: Section B: The 

Sciences and Engineering, 72 (1B), 562. 

 

INTERVENTION – Intervention utilised is 

outside the inclusion criteria.   

Wright & Schutte (2014).  The 

relationship between greater mindfulness 

and less subjective experience of chronic 

pain: Mediating functions of pain 

management self-efficacy and emotional 

intelligence.  Australian Journal of 

Psychology, 66 (3), 181-186. 

 

DESIGN – Cross sectional design, no 

treatment offered as part of research. 

 

2. Papers Identified Through Hand Searching 

Reference Reason for Exclusion 

Amris. et al.  (2014).  Inter-disciplinary 

rehabilitation with chronic widespread 

pain: Primary endpoint of the 

randomized, unblended parallel group, 

IMPROVE trial.  Pain, 155 (7), 1356-1364. 

 

NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do 

not include mediation analyses 

Bean. et al.  (2015).  Do psychological 

factors influence recovery from complex 

DESIGN – Cross sectional design and no 

treatment offered. 
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regional pain syndrome type 1.  Pain, 156 

(11), 2310-2318. 

 

Cash, E., Salmon, P., Weissbecker, I., 

Rebholz, W.N., Bayley-Veloso, R., 

Zimmaro, L. et al. (2015). Mindfulness 

meditation alleviates fibromyalgia 

symptoms in women: results of a 

randomized clinical trial. Annals of 

behavioral medicine: a publication of the 

Society of Behavioral Medicine, 49(3), 319-

330. 

 

INTERVENTION – Intervention utilised is 

outside the inclusion criteria.   

Corimer. et al.  (2016).  Expectations 

predict chronic pain treatment outcomes.  

Pain, 157 (2), 329-338. 

 

NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do 

not include mediation analyses 

Damush. et al.  (2016).  Pain self-

management training increases self-

efficacy, self-management behaviours and 

pain and depression outcomes.  European 

Journal of Pain, 20 (7), 1070-1078. 

 

INTERVENTION – Intervention utilised is 

outside the inclusion criteria.  Unclear if 

treatment is CBT. 

Dear. et al.  (2016).  The Pain Course: 

Exploring predictors of clinical response 

to an internet delivered pain management 

programme.  Pain, 157 (10), 2257-2268. 

 

NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do 

not include mediation analyses 

Grossman. et al.  (2007).  Mindfulness 

training as an intervention for 

fibromyalgia.  Psychotherapy and 

Psychosomatics, 76 (4), 226-233. 

 

NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do 

not include mediation analyses 

Ludwigsson. et al.  (2016).  Factors 

associated with a pain and disability 

reductions following exercise 

interventions in chronic whiplash.  

European Journal of Pain, 20 (2), 307-315. 

 

INTERVENTION – Intervention utilised is 

outside the inclusion criteria.   

Palmlof. et al.  (2016).  Expectations of 

recovery: A prognostic factor in patient 

with neck pain undergoing manual 

therapy treatment.  European Journal of 

Pain, 20 (9), 1384-1391. 

 

NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do 

not include mediation analyses 

Racine. et al.  (2016).  The reciprocal 

associations between catastrophizing and 

pain outcomes in patients being treated 

for neuropathic pain: a cross lagged panel 

analysis study.  Pain, 157 (8), 1946-1953. 

 

INTERVENTION – Intervention utilised is 

outside the inclusion criteria.  Unclear if 

treatment is CBT. 

Rini. et al. (2015).  Automated Internet- NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do 
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based pain coping skills training to 

manage osteoarthritis pain: a randomized 

controlled trial.  Pain, 156 (6), p837-848. 

 

not include mediation analyses 

Salomons. et al.  (2014).  A brief cognitive-

behavioural intervention for pain reduces 

secondary hyperalgesia.  Pain, 155 (8), 

p1446-1452. 

 

SAMPLE – sample not from pain 

population.   

 

Turner. et al.  (2016).  MBSR and CBT for 

chronic low back pain, similar effects on 

mindfulness, catastrophizing, self-efficacy 

and acceptance in a randomized 

controlled trial.  Pain, 157 (11), 2434-2444. 

NO MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do 

not include mediation analyses 

 

3. Papers Identified Through Contact with On-going RCTs 

Reference Reason for Exclusion 

 

Focht, B.C., Garver, M.J., Lucas, A.R., 

Devor, S.T., Emery, C.F., Hackshaw, K.V., 

Fairman, C.M. et al. (2017). A group-

mediated physical activity intervention in 

older knee osteoarthritis patients: effects 

on social cognitive outcomes. Journal of 

behavioral medicine, 40(3), pp.530-537. 

 

Paper provided by main author.  NO 

MEDIATION ANALYSIS– results do not 

include mediation analyses 

Lin, J., Lüking, M., Ebert, D. D., 

Buhrman, M., Andersson, G., & 

Baumeister, H. (2015). Effectiveness and 

cost-effectiveness of a guided and 

unguided internet-based Acceptance and 

Commitment Therapy for chronic pain: 

Study protocol for a three-armed 

randomised controlled trial. Internet 

Interventions, 2(1), 7-16. 

 

Lead author contacted.  NO RESULTS 

AVAILABLE – Trial was on-going, shall 

not be published before review is completed. 

Heapy, A. A., Higgins, D. M., 

LaChappelle, K. M., Kirlin, J., Goulet, J. 

L., Czlapinski. Et al. (2016). Cooperative 

pain education and self-management 

(COPES): study design and protocol of a 

randomized non-inferiority trial of an 

interactive voice response-based self-

management intervention for chronic low 

back pain. BMC musculoskeletal disorders, 

17(1), 85. 

 

Lead author contacted.  NO RESULTS 

AVAILABLE – Trial in progress towards 

publication.  Results were embargoed and 

therefore not available. 
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APPENDIX 1.3 – FULL RATING OF INCLUDED STUDIES 

1.3.1 Dismantling Studies and RCTs 

Section  / 

Study 

Raluc

a et 

al., 

(2014) 

Burn

s et 

al.  

(2015

) 

Burn

s et 

al.  

(2012

) 

Carmod

y et al. 

(2013) 

Smeet

s et al. 

(2006) 

Turne

r et al. 

(2007) 

Spinhove

n et al. 

(2004) 

Wickse

ll et al. 

(2010) 

Lucian

o et al. 

(2014) 

Trompette

r et al. 

(2015) 

Cederber

g et al. 

(2015) 

Wethere

ll et al.  

(2011) 

Wickse

ll et al. 

(2012) 

Kema

ni et al. 

(2015) 

Item - 

Treatment 

              

Item 1a – 

theoretical 

framework 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Item 1b – 

Content of 

intervention 

2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 

Item 2 – 

treatment 

duration 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Item 3 – 

Fidelity 

check 

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

Item 4 – 

Clinician 

training 

2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Item 5 - 

Engagement 

0 1 1 2 1 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

Total 7 9 9 9 9 10 9 8 7 9 7 7 8 8 
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Design and 

Methods 

Raluc

a et 

al., 

(2014) 

Burn

s et 

al.  

(2015

) 

Burn

s et 

al.  

(2012

) 

Carmod

y et al. 

(2013) 

Smeet

s et al. 

(2006) 

Turne

r et al. 

(2007) 

Spinhove

n et al. 

(2004) 

Wickse

ll et al. 

(2010) 

Lucian

o et al. 

(2014) 

Trompette

r et al. 

(2015) 

Cederber

g et al. 

(2015) 

Wethere

ll et al.  

(2011) 

Wickse

ll et al. 

(2012) 

Kema

ni et al. 

(2015) 

Item 1 – 

sample 

criteria 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

Item 2a – 

Sample 

characteristi

cs 

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Item 2b – 

group 

equivalence 

0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 

Item 3a - 

Attrition 

1 2 2 0 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Item 3b – 

Rates of 

attrition 

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 

Item 4a - 

randomisatio

n 

0 2 0 0 2 1 0 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 

Item 4b – 

allocation 

bias 

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

Item 4c – 

measuremen

t bias 

1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

Item 4d – 

treatment 

expectations 

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Item 5a – 

Validity of 

outcomes 

2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 
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Item 5b – 

Reliability 

of outcomes 

2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Item 6a – 

Power 

calculation 

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 

Item 6b – 

Sufficient 

sample size 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 

Item 6c – 

Summary 

Stats 

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Item 6d – 

accounting 

for missing 

data 

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 

Item 7 - 

Confounds 

0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Total 7 17 13 12 18 19 16 17 19 19 18 18 17 19 

               

Mediation Raluc

a et 

al., 

(2014) 

Burn

s et 

al.  

(2015

) 

Burn

s et 

al.  

(2012

) 

Carmod

y et al. 

(2013) 

Smeet

s et al. 

(2006) 

Turne

r et al. 

(2007) 

Spinhove

n et al. 

(2004) 

Wickse

ll et al. 

(2010) 

Lucian

o et al. 

(2014) 

Trompette

r et al. 

(2015) 

Cederber

g et al. 

(2015) 

Wethere

ll et al.  

(2011) 

Wickse

ll et al. 

(2012) 

Kema

ni et al. 

(2015) 

Item 1 – 

Theoretical 

Framework 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 

Item 2 – 

Mediating 

variables 

 

2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 

Item 3a – 

Validity of 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
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mediators 

Item 3b – 

Reliability 

of mediators 

2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Item 4a – 

Number of 

measures 

0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Item 4b – 

Temporal 

change in 

mediator 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Item 4c – 

influence of 

intervention 

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Item 4d – 

measuremen

t of mediator 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Item 5 – 

Analyses 

used/power 

0 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 1 

Item 6 – 

Control 

Condition 

2 0 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 

Total for 

mediation 

11 11 9 14 9 13 11 11 11 15 11 13 12 15 

               

Overall 

Rating 

25 37 31 35 36 42 36 36 37 43 36 38 37 42 
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1.3.2 OPEN CLINICAL TRIALS 

 Akerblom et al. (2015) Baranoff et al.  (2013) Cassidy et al. (2012) McCracken & Gutierrez-

Matrinez (2011) 

Vowles et al. (2014) 

Item - Treatment      

Item 1a – theoretical 

framework 

2 2 2 2 2 

Item 1b – Content of 

intervention 

2 1 1 1 1 

Item 2 – treatment duration 1 1 1 1 1 

Item 3 – Fidelity check 1 0 0 1 1 

Item 4 – Clinician training 2 1 0 1 1 

Item 5 - Engagement 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 8 5 4 6 6 

      

Item – Design & Methods      

Item 1 – sample criteria 1 1 1 1 1 

Item 2a – Sample 

characteristics 

1 1 1 1 1 

Item 2b – group 

equivalence 

0 0 0 0 0 

Item 3a - Attrition 2 1 1 1 1 

Item 3b – Rates of attrition 1 1 1 1 0 

Item 4a - randomisation 0 0 0 0 0 

Item 4b – allocation bias 0 0 0 0 0 

Item 4c – measurement 

bias 

1 0 0 0 0 

Item 4d – treatment 

expectations 

0 0 0 0 0 

Item 5a – Validity of 

outcomes 

2 2 1 2 2 

Item 5b – Reliability of 

outcomes 

 

2 2 1 2 2 
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 Akerblom et al. (2015) Baranoff et al.  (2013) Cassidy et al. (2012) McCracken & Gutierrez-

Matrinez (2011) 

Vowles et al. (2014) 

Item 6a – Power 

calculation 

1 0 1 0 0 

Item 6b – Sufficient 

sample size 

1 1 1 1 1 

Item 6c – Summary Stats 1 1 1 1 1 

Item 6d – Missing data 1 1 1 0 1 

Item 7 - Confounds 2 1 1 1 1 

Total 16 12 11 11 11 

      

Item - Mediation      

Item 1 – Theoretical 

Framework 

2 1 2 2 2 

Item 2 – Mediating 

variables 

2 2 1 1 1 

Item 3a – Validity of 

mediators 

2 2 2 2 2 

Item 3b – Reliability of 

mediators 

2 2 2 2 2 

Item 4a – Number of 

measures 

1 1 0 1 1 

Item 4b – Temporal 

change in mediator 

0 0 0 0 0 

Item 4c – influence of 

intervention 

1 1 1 1 1 

Item 4d – measurement of 

mediator 

0 0 0 0 0 

Item 5 – Analyses 

used/power 

2 1 1 1 2 

Item 6 – Control Condition 0 0 0 0 0 

Total for mediation 12 10 9 10 11 

      

Overall Rating 36 27 24 27 28 
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Appendix 2.0 Confirmation of Ethical Approval for Empirical 

Study 
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Appendix 2.1 Semi Structured Interview 

A Initial Demographics and Pain Information 
 

 

1. Date of interview  

2. Research Participant Number  

3. Age  

4.  Sex  0= Male  1 = Female   0        1 

5. Time since onset of pain (months/ weeks)  

6. Pain foci:  Head/neck: 1, Shoulders: 2, Back: 3, Arms/hands: 4, Legs/kn: 5, Other 
6 
 
 

1  2  3  4  5  
6 

7. Any known cause of pain (e.g. accident, signs of trauma?) 
 
 
 

 

8. Litigation status:  None=1, Ongoing=2,  Completed=3  1     2     3 

9a. Any previous psychological treatment  0=No  1=Yes                  (if yes complete 
9b)                  

  0         1 

9b With: -  0 = CBT Therapist,   1 =  Counsellor,  2 =  Hypnotherapist,   3 =  
Psychologist,  4 =  Other 

0   1   2   3   
4 

10a. Current pain status since onset: Improved=1, Worse=2,Unchanged=3, DK=4 0   1   2   3   
4 

10b. If improved estimated % of improvement  

11a. Defining Scales -  Describe your pain when it is at its worst (10 on scale) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

11b. Defining Scales – Describe your pain  when it is at its best (0 on scale) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

12a. Defining Scales  - describe what you are like when you at your most anxious / 
fearful / nervous (10 on the scale) 
 
 
 
 

 

12b. Defining Scales – describe what you are like when you are at your most calm (0 
on the scale) 
 
 
 
 

 

13a. Defining Scales – describe what you are like when you are at your lowest in 
mood (10 on the scale) 
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13b. Defining Scales – describe what you are like when you are at your most happy 
mood (0 on the scale) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

B Details of Pain Related Images 
 

 

14. People experiencing pain think about many things. Their minds can be 
constantly busy.  
Tell me some of the thoughts that keep coming into your mind when you are 
in pain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

15. Do you sometimes see picture- thoughts when in pain?   Thoughts you picture 
to yourself when you are in pain?  Pictures that come into your mind ..like 
picture snap shots or videos? Thoughts you see/visualize? 
Pictures that come into your mind--- when you are  in pain?  
Images/pictures may also include feelings and sensations, they can have a 
sensory quality. 
 
No=0; Yes=1,D.K.=3 
 
 
 
a) 
 
 
 
 
b) 
 
 
 
 
 
c) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
d) 
 
 

0      1      3 
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16. Observed effects of recall:  Upset/emotional  = 0, Delayed recall =  1, refusal to 
recall =  2, None seen =  3,  Other =  4……………………………………………………… 

0    1    2    
3   4 

17. Total # of reported images reported  

18. Do any of these picture thoughts upset you ?   If yes, which is the most up-
setting? (letter above…………………. 

 

19. What makes this picture (.....) the most upsetting one? (looking out for signs of 
trauma) 
 
 
 
 

 

20. What does this picture mean about you, your future, or your life? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

21. How often do you experience this picture 
 
Daily = 0, Weekly = 1, Rarely = 2, Almost Never = 3 

0    1    2    
3 

22. As you see /think of the picture thought, rate your anxiety?  0-10  

23.   As you see of the picture thought,what level of pain do you feel  (0-10)              

24. As you see of  the picture thought, how sad/low do you feel?   (0-10)  

25. As you see /think of the picture thought, do you feel threatened in any way, 
emotionally or physically? 
 
 
 
 

 

26. Does the image/ picture reduce your energy/motivation to battle the pain 
problem?  
0 = Yes  1 = No;   Strength of belief  0-10 if yes 

0     1 

27. How do you deal with your pain when the image occurs? (i.e. any indication of 
avoidance?) 
 
 
 
 

 

28. Perspective of picture thought:   Do you see this image through your own eyes 
or is it like watching a film/picture of yourself? 
Field (participant)=0, Observer=1,  It’s  variable=2 

0     1     2 

C  - Debrief conversation, discuss normality of having images and use of daily diary, introduce diary 

and go through how to complete and cover what will happen in rest of the study. 

D – End with distracting conversation, example topics of weather, TV, potential holidays. 

Thank participant for coming along today, invite then to wait in waiting area for couple of minutes 

while personalized diaries are printed. 
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Appendix 2.2 – Anchor points for diary 

Activity level 

We would like to know how much pain is preventing you from doing what you would normally do or from doing it as well as you normally would.  0 

represents what you can do at your worst, at your most disabled with your pain. 10 represents you at your best, where you are at your least disabled in 

this area. 

 
Area 

 

0 10 

Home/Family 

responsibilities 

 

 

  

Recreation 

 

 

 

  

Social Activity 

 

 

 

  

Occupation 

 

 

 

  

Self Care 

 

 

 

  

Life-support activities 
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Daily ratings 

We want to know your levels of mood and pain intensity as averages across the day – 0 is these at their lowest level, 10 at their highest 

Rating 

 

0 10 

Anxiety 

 

 

  

Low Mood 

 

 

  

Pain Intensity 
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Appendix 2.3 Baseline Diary 
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Appendix 2.4 Intervention Phase Diary 
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Appendix 2.5 Description of re-scripting procedure 

 

Step 1 – Discuss and confirm main image identified at assessment. 

 

Step 2 – Explore with the participant how they would like the image to change so it becomes 

less emotive / threatening.  Explore sensory aspects of change, e.g. colour, brightness, smell 

and sound. Confirm changes with participant. 

 

Step 3 – Ask participant to get comfortable in chair or on floor and close eyes if comfortable 

to do so.  Begin by focussing attention on breathing.  To clear mind making room for the 

image indicate they should let current thoughts and images ‘fall away’. 

 

Step 4 – In your mind’s eye the image (give brief outline of main image) appears.  Ask 

participant to describe what they can see, check for any variation from previous descriptions.  

Ask what they notice in their body and ratings of anxiety and pain as image comes to mind. 

 

Step 5 – Ask participant to breathe ‘into’ the image.  With each breath image begins to 

change (describe it changing to the image agreed with the participant in stage 2).  Link 

changes to breathing – with each breath the image changes more and more. 

 

Step 6 – Visually assess any changes in participant, body language, posture etc.  Ask 

participant what they can see (check if re-script has taken place). 

 

Step 7 – Ask participant to do their best to let all images ‘fall away’.  Increase present 

awareness by focus on sounds and sensations in the now.  When ready ask them to open 

eyes. 

 

Step 8 – Review the re-script with participant, what they noticed changing both with the 

image itself and their reactions to it. 
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